God is in
the details.

The quote is attributed to the architect, Mies van der Rohe, but it’s a belief we live by.
After 40 plus years of handcrafting bells, we understand that the signature Malmark tonal
quality can all come down to 1/64 of an inch. So while we may craft the largest range of handbells
in the world, we put just as much emphasis on the smallest of details. Because we know that can
make all the difference between a performance that’s just ok and one that’s, well, heavenly.

malmark.com
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may participate in Guild events, sharing the benefits of membership. In addition, a subscription-only category is available to individuals and organizations residing outside the U.S. and its possessions.
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chiming IN

Thoughts from the Editor
by J.R. Smith

The Case for Memorization
ne of the biggest obstacles in performing music, I think, is the music itself.
And I don’t mean what the composer created—the melodies, harmonies, and rhythms.
I’m talking about that piece of paper with all the black spots on it, which not only serves
to communicate to the performer what is to be played and how, but also serves as a barrier between the performer and the audience.
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My primary musical interests are handbells, of
course, and barbershop quartet and chorus singing.
As a handbell musician, I enjoy both solo and full
choir ringing. As a barbershop singer and as a solo
handbell musician, I always perform from memory. I
have yet to play in a full handbell ensemble that plays
from memory. Because of that, I generally find ensemble singing and solo handbell ringing to be more
satisfying than ringing in a full ensemble.
In most cases, one of the most important
parts of a performance, the audience, is about the
furthest element from the performer. Performer
and audience are often separated by a number of
barriers: the space between the audience and the
stage; the apron of the stage if the performance
is in a theater; the conductor (I hope my conductor friends will forgive me for referring to them as
barriers); the conductor’s music stand; and finally,
our own music. While most of these are not true
physical barriers that limit what the audience sees
or hears, they can be psychological barriers that
inhibit the connection between audience and
performer.
I have often found that listening to a technically precise, beautifully interpreted piece of music
on an MP3 player does not have near the impact
on me as does a slightly less stellar performance
I hear live. Part of that, certainly, is that there is
a certain amount of artificialness to any sort of
recording. But the main thing missing is a connection between the performer and the audience.
You have no doubt watched scenes in movies where a couple are sitting at opposite ends of
a long table, while one party is trying to carry
on a conversation with the other, who is hidden
behind a newspaper and shoving food into his or
her mouth. They may both be participating in the
conversation, but rarely does anything meaningful
come from the conversation.
There is not a whole lot we can do about the
empty space barrier, except make sure we maintain
the best possible connection with out audience,

but there is one major barrier preventing that—
our music. When we perform a piece of music,
we continually need to be sure to play the correct notes at the correct time and for the correct
amount of time and at the best dynamic level, and
so on and so on.
There’s a lot that needs to go on in a performance. When we do not have everything that
needs doing committed to memory and well
rehearsed, we need to spend quite a bit of brain
power processing all that information on the
page to get it as right as we can. And while we
may play everything almost perfectly, we lose that
most important aspect of the performance—the
connection with our audience and even our fellow
musicians.
Memorizing music can be scary, and a lot
of people say they simply cannot do it. While I
believe that is not true, I do understand the fear
associated with memorization. That piece of paper
can be quite a security blanket. To those of you
who feel you are unable to memorize the music
and need that paper in front of you, I would issue
a challenge to memorize just parts of the music—
and not the easier parts. I would suggest memorizing the most difficult parts of the music. They
are the parts that cause the most anxiety, and by
committing just those parts to memory, you may
find yourself much more at ease, knowing that you
don’t need to worry about interpreting a bunch of
black spots and squiggly lines. And by memorizing the more difficult parts, I’ll bet that you find
you already have the easier parts memorized. Try it
with just one piece.
And while most everything we need to reproduce a piece of music is indicated in the score,
there is one important piece that is not: making
it musical. And by memorizing all the technical
stuff, you’ll free your mind and spirit to just make
music and truly connect with your audience.
J.R. Smith
jrsmith@handbellmusicians.org
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Are Your Handbells feeling a bit under the Weather?

Now is the best time to
have them worked on!
Call me if it has been more than 5 years
since they have been Serviced / Adjusted?
If you live anywhere in the United States we come to you
and perform the work on site in one working day!
All work is guaranteed to your complete satisfaction!

Nationwide Services! No shipping!
Testimonials

Contact: Dr. Gregg Porter
Phone: 1-800-943-9458
Fax: 1-708-748-8911
Email: DoctorP@handbellrefurb.com

www.handbellrefurb.com

“Thank you very much for your work and your tips.
The handbell choir was impressed with how beautiful
the bells look and sound now! ”
- St. Paul Lutheran Church Paducah KY

“The bells arrived in perfect condition on Friday morning!
I played each one and they are great! Thank you so
much for the service you provide! Working with you
has been just great!”
- Hope Lutheran Church Bozeman MT

“We had ourfirst rehearsal since your visit and the
bells are beautiful! Thank you for such a great job!
Please always feel free to use me as a reference! We
are so impressed!”
- San Antonio TX

“Thanks so much for the amazing work you did on our
bells! We are so pleased with your work and care for
our bells. Thank you so much and please use us as a
reference!”
- Dubuque, IA

from the PRESIDENT’S PEN
by Ed Rollins

Appreciation and Anticipation
ut of the blue I received a most wonderful phone call. It
was one of those calls that makes you feel good and makes you appreciate
what you’re doing and who has done it before you.
The intercom in my office beeps and the
administrative assistant for the church informs
me that someone would like to talk to me about
handbells. When I pick up the receiver, I’m in for
a treat—a long conversation with a Guild member
whose membership goes back about 50 years.
Eleanor Tasker introduces herself, says she’s 89
years old, and she has been involved in handbells
for years. In fact, she’s still directing choirs at First
Lutheran Church in South Sioux City, Nebraska.
She ran a festival in Lake Okoboji, Iowa, from
1964–96, and she has a 12th Night ring in her community that has been going strong for 35 years. We
talked about names from the past—Dick Litterest,
Joan Shull, Betty Jo Wilcox, and Mary Kettlehut,
whom she admired and appreciated. I told her I
knew all of those folks and had the opportunity to
have lunch with Joan just a few years ago when I
went to pick up something at her home. (All four
of these individuals were very active in Area 8 when
I was first getting started with the Guild.) Eleanor’s
enthusiasm and love for handbells was clearly infectious. Can you imagine how many people Eleanor
has touched in her many years of handbell service?
She is a faithful Overtones reader and, after
reading one of my articles, she wanted to call
and thank me for all that I do for the Guild. I’m
thinking that I’m the one that should be thanking
her for all of her years of service. Our organization
is made up of a host of people like Eleanor, who
serve for years and years and receive little recognition. These are the unsung heroes of Handbell
Musicians of America for which we could never
fully express our appreciation.
On the other end of the spectrum, in January,
I was blessed to lead some handbell/liturgical art
workshops for the National Conference on Sacred
Music. It was during one of the handbell sessions
that we had a conversation about the joys, pitfalls, struggles, and successes of handbell ministry.
Participants asked questions about how to repair a
bell, how to creatively incorporate bells into worship, or how to keep choirs motivated. There were
also several people in the session that had never
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worked with a handbell choir but were now serving a church with an established program. Questions from these folk included: 1) How do I get
started? 2) Where do I learn about this stuff? and
3) Am I doing this right? Most of these individuals graduated from major colleges/universities with
degrees in choral conducting.
There aren’t many people in our organization
that actually have a degree in handbell conducting.
Handbell programs find directors in a variety of
ways: Perhaps they played bells and fell in love with
them and offered to help out, perhaps they could
play the piano and therefore knew more than anyone else about conducting, or perhaps they inherited a bell program. What is common in all of our
handbell leaders is that they had to start somewhere.
Like Eleanor, some fell in love with handbells and
charted a new path. Like the participants at the
music conference, some “were thrown into it.”
These leaders come into our organization with
a sense of anticipation for the opportunity to make
music in new ways and to discover a new joy. Can you
imagine how many people will be touched by these
handbell leaders as they grow to serve their ringers?
Handbell Musicians of America is here to help
and support both the longtime leader/ringer and
the brand new leader/ringer. The ideas and skills of
our longtime members are available to support our
newest members. The creativity and fresh ideas of
our newest members are available to challenge and
reenergize some of our longtime members. What’s
so exciting is that we are all together working to
promote this amazing art.
So with appreciation for those who have led
the way, and with the anticipation of those just
coming into our organization, we move forward to
develop a future that looks incredible. Who knows
how many we have touched, or how many we may
yet touch through our participation in Handbell
Musicians of America?
If you have a story of appreciation or anticipation, please email me. Or just give me a call.
		 Ed Rollins
		erollins@handbellmusicians.org

messages from THE BOARD
Stories and messages from your
National Board Members

It’s hard to believe but I have almost made it
through my second year as a member at large on
the national board. While our tenure officially
starts in October, the first taste I got of what it
would be like serving in this role was at National
Seminar 2014 in Atlanta, where I attended an
orientation session and was formally introduced to
the handbell community in attendance. It was also
when I first said to myself, “What have you gotten
yourself into this time, Vangolen?”
It wouldn’t be the last time that thought ran
through my head. Don’t get me wrong—I was
excited and honored to have been selected to represent the community at large, but despite being a
member of the Guild through either my church or
as an individual for over 35 years, and taking advantage of resources and experiences like Overtones
and conferences, I didn’t know a whole lot about
how the Guild worked. I didn’t realize all the work
our small but dedicated staff does to provide those
resources and experiences, or how generous so
many members throughout the country are with
their time and resources in supporting the work
of this organization, or what struggles a nonprofit
like ours faces in a time of such changing cultures
and economies. As a member of the national
board, it’s a serious but thrilling responsibility to
take part in the strategic planning that will allow Handbell Musicians of America to continue
providing these opportunities as well as offer many
fresh ideas to meet the needs of our broad community.
My initiation into a role on the national board
was—and continues to be—made easier by the
very supportive and caring other board members.
They patiently answer my questions and consider
my ideas, and I no longer ask myself what I’ve
gotten myself into—now I wonder why I hadn’t
gotten myself into this sooner! The people who
serve on the national board are so committed
to our organization—they each bring a unique
perspective and use their many non-handbell
talents to benefit our programs and processes. Our
meetings can be long and exhausting, but I never
fail to be inspired by the energy these folks have to
dream the fantastic while sustaining the reality.
Our board is structured to have two rotating
six-year terms, so there is always a class of experienced members for continuity and momentum.
The term of the previous class is about to end, and
we are looking for new members that are ready

to help us continue our vision. In this issue of
Overtones, you will find details about the nomination process. Because our community is so diverse,
there is no mold of the “ideal” candidate for our
board. Ringers or directors or vendors, new or
experienced, business professional or church musician—all have a valuable role in this organization.
I hope you take some time to consider nominating either yourself or one of your peers. It may be
something you’ve never pictured yourself doing,
but I guarantee it will be one of the most rewarding, challenging, and fulfilling things you will ever
do as a handbell musician.

I didn’t know a whole lot about how
the Guild worked. I didn’t realize
all the work our small but dedicated
staff does to provide those resources
and experiences, or how generous so
many members throughout the country are with their time and resources
in supporting the work of this organization, or what struggles a nonprofit like ours faces in a time of such
changing cultures and economies.

Throughout the
coming year, in
addition to Ed
Rollins’s President’s Pen column, our national board members
will bring you
special messages of
their own regarding their experiences, the state of
the organization,
reflections on our
art form, etc.
This month’s message is from board
member Jennifer
Vangolen.
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executive NOTES

Messages from the Executive Director
by Jennifer Cauhorn

Of Banks and Small Businesses
ver the next 12 months, member renewal invoices will include a notice announcing
a change in the address for making payment by check. Many may be wondering why
we’re changing the address again so soon. In this month’s column, I will explain in a
David and Goliath story of banks and small business.
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To set the scene, we need to go back to the fall
of 2012. At that time, all our financial holdings
were with Fifth Third Bank, a large, regional bank
headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio. Fifth Third
had been growing through acquisitions of smaller
banks, and their customer philosophy was moving
away from that of a community bank committed
to supporting small local businesses and nonprofits, preferring instead to focus on larger corporate business. As such, banking fees continued
to increase and customer service moved to large
centralized call centers instead of personal account
managers.
In light of these changes, we began searching
for a new bank. Through that process, we settled
on Bank of Kentucky, a larger community bank
with a strong commitment to nonprofits and small
business. We developed great relationships with
the Bank of Kentucky team, and they assisted us
in finding new, lower-cost options for several other
business services, including credit card processing, employee benefits management, and payroll
administration.
In the fall of 2014, we learned that Bank of
Kentucky would be purchased by Branch Bank &
Trust (BB&T), another large regional bank similar
to Fifth Third. The acquisition of Bank of Kentucky provided BB&T with a strong foothold in
the backyard of that major competitor. The transition to BB&T began in May of 2015.
In preparation for that transition, we received
numerous communications from the new bank
reviewing the steps of the transition and our
responsibilities during the process. These communications assured us that our Bank of Kentucky
rate structure would be honored for at least one
year and that the same Bank of Kentucky team
would remain in place to continue to manage our
account. Based on these communications, we were
cautiously optimistic. However, we soon started to
see signs that our optimism may be misplaced.
The first sign was the resignation of our investment advisor. This was followed by a mass exodus

of Bank of Kentucky staff we were used to dealing with. Through all these resignations, we rarely
received notification of whom to contact with
questions about our accounts and services through
BB&T. We later learned that most of these employees were leaving for jobs with other banks and
financial service companies in the area because
they weren’t comfortable with policy changes they
would face with BB&T.
Further, we continued to get passed from
person to person, or department to department, to
get answers to basic questions about our banking
options with BB&T—how to access online banking, how to set-up ACH payments, how payments
coming to our lockbox would be handled, or how
to get reports on our investments. Shelly Horn,
our business manager, is owed a great deal of credit
and praise for managing our finances through this
transition process.
Finally, after a meeting with our accountant this
past November, we came to the realization that we
would soon be back in the same situation that we
were with Fifth Third when we made the decision
to leave them. Our accountant shared that many
small businesses like us that had been customers
of Bank of Kentucky were experiencing the same
frustrations and quickly leaving BB&T. With the
moratorium on rate increases approaching this
May, we made the decision that we need to make
another move. Our accountant recommended
three banks in the area that had a customer philosophy closer to that of Bank of Kentucky. We contacted those banks and began investigating service
and rates each offered. All three returned proposals
that demonstrated not only better service, but
much lower fee schedules for those services.
After reviewing proposals and speaking with
representatives from all three, we selected Commonwealth Bank & Trust, another, smaller, community bank based out of Louisville, Kentucky,
with a handful of branches in Northern Kentucky.
We began the transition to CB&T on March
30 and, at the time of this writing, are still in that

process. The team at CB&T have been a pleasure to work with
and have made us feel valued and important once again. They
are bending over backwards to make sure we have everything
we need and to make the process as simple as possible.
With this change to Commonwealth Bank & Trust, we will
lower operational expenses for the organization and receive
better service for our business. The only downside is that it
required us to change the address for our lockbox (the service
that receives and deposits check payments for us.)

We want you to be
the first to see our
newly published
handbell music with
the member-exclusive
Priority Music Club

Effective immediately, the address for check payments is:
Handbell Musicians of America
PO Box 221047
Louisville, KY 40252
All other correspondence should continue to be mailed to
our Cincinnati mailbox at:
Handbell Musicians of America
201 E. 5th Street
Suite 1900-1025
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Please make sure your records are updated with the new payment address. Be sure to include accounting software vendor
information, online bill pay services, church treasurers, and
anyone else involved in preparing and sending checks. We provide a return window envelope that will show the correct address printed on the remittance slip from your renewal invoice,
but these are often not used in favor of window envelopes that
display the address printed on a payment check. So updating
your check-writing software is very important to make sure
your payment arrives on time.
We will have a forwarding order in place that will forward
mail from the old address, but this will delay the receipt of your
payment. The old lockbox will remain operational until May
15 to allow for any overlap. After May 15, all payments must
go to the new address listed above. Additionally, the forwarding
order will expire in 12 months. After that time, mail will just
be returned to the sender.
Any questions about this transition can be directed to the
national office.
		
		

Jenny Cauhorn
jcauhorn@handbellmusicians.org

Financial Report Addendum
One piece of important information was inadvertently left
out of the financial report in the “State of the Guild Report” in
the March/April issue of Overtones.
The report showed a shortfall in revenue for the fiscal year.
That shortfall was covered by funds drawn from a line of credit
with our bank, loans from our long-term investments, and
funds obtained from a previously planned sale of certain company assets.

2016 Priority Music Club
Selections are
AG35177
AG46032
AG36056
AG23051
AG35349
AG23049
AG45055
AG35343
AG35208
AG36055
AG35351
AG35350
AG35345
AG23052
AG35346
AG35347
AG35348
AG 36023
AG35197

Alleluia, Sinclair/arranged by Linda R. Lamb L3
American Patrol Meacham/arr. M.L.Thompson L3
Angels We Have Heard on High, Kyler Brengle L4
Chime In: Lent and Easter 2 Jason W. Krug L1
Coventry Carol, Julie Stitt L2
Dance of the Five (2-3 oct.), Derek Hakes L2
Dance of the Five (4-5 oct.), Derek Hakes L2
Down the River, Jason W. Krug L4
Gaudio Exultans, Valerie W. Stephenson L2
Hallelujah Chorus, Handel, arr. John A. Behnke L3+
He is Born!, John A. Behnke L3
Joy!, Elizabeth Peters L3
Jubilate, Jana Larson L2
Let All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence, John A. Behnke L2
O Worship the King, Michael Mazzatenta L2
Ostinato in A Minor, Jason W. Krug L2
Prayer, Erik Whitehill L2
Prayer for Peace, Michael Helman L3
Seasons of the Heart, Karen Lakey Buckwalter L3

Sign up for our Priority Music Club and be the first
to see the new music from AGEHR Publishing. The
Priority Music Club packet will arrive at your door the
first weeks of June, with one full-sized printed copy of
the 19 pieces listed here.
Retail cost is $90
Your cost just $20.00, including shipping

Order Today at

pmc.HandbellMusicians.org
*$20 for Guild members in the U.S.; $30 USD for Canadian members;
$35 USD for other international members.

membership MATTERS

Thoughts from your
Regional Membership Coordinators

I Can’t Teach Children—I Teach Adults!
once took a class from P.L. Grove, incoming president of the board of Handbell Musicians of America. She asked the class, “what are you doing to inspire the next
generation of handbell musicians and leaders?” The response was dead silence. Many of
the people in that room were terrified at the thought of working with young musicians.
Adults? No problem. Kids? Instant cold feet. Where do I start?!

It’s a given that the future of handbells is
dependent upon the love we instill in young
musicians today. Think about those directors who
inspired you and fed your love for the instrument.
Today’s young musicians need the same passion
and energy that was gifted to you as a young person. So, how does a director overcome their fear of
teaching children and youth?

Look to your Area

This issue’s
installment by
West RMC
Ellie Hodder

Every Area has a website. To find yours, go
to our website, handbellmusicians.org, and find
the “About Us” tab (all the way to the right at
the top of the home page). Click and select “Area
Websites.” This brings you to a map of the United
States (where your recollection of where you live
will be tested). Click on your state, and you will
be instantly directed to the website for your Guild
Area. There you can learn what events are planned
and find your local resource folks.
Investigate the Area Chime Loan Program. This
is a Guild effort to provide handchimes to schools
in all 50 states. Three octaves sets of handchimes
are loaned to selected applicant schools and programs for one year. Each set comes with a set of
teaching materials to assist the director in setting
up a program. Now is an ideal time to apply for
these loaners.

Look to your Members Only benefits
Click the Members Only tab on the top left of the
home page. Choose “Members Only Resources” where
you may choose from “Handbell Musician Resource
Library” or “MemberChats and MemberNotes”. Take
some time perusing both of these options.
Under the Resource Library option, you can
select Education and find a long list of resources,
such as flash cards, curriculum, individual lesson
plans, and considerations for performing. Under
Faith-Based resources there are articles on belltrees,
recruitment, care and feeding of musicians, working with youth, and much more.
Need even more? Select the “MemberChats and
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MemberNotes” option, and you’ll find an article
by Nick Hanson called “The Value of Success in
Today’s Youth Handbell Ensembles.”

Watch directors who are great teachers
Great teaching is great teaching, whether the class is
filled with adults or children. What does this leader do
to be clear, positive, encouraging, and to grow skills?
How can you incorporate the best of that director’s
technique into your own style?
Think about how you introduce skills and techniques to your beginning adults. These approaches
are very interchangeable with the caveat of knowing
whether to use big kid words or little kid words.
With children, too, demonstration and imitation are very valuable. For instance, demonstrate
the desired ringing stroke: “My turn” (show how),
“Your turn” (they imitate what you just demonstrated). This is also useful with rhythms. Clap the
rhythm that’s challenging and have them parrot
it back to you. Can you visualize how helpful this
might be with adults, too?

Ask
Look around your neighborhood and find out
who is working with young musicians, either in a
church or school setting. Invite a director/teacher
for an informational interview. Ask permission
to observe a class or rehearsal. You will get more
than information. You’ll gain a colleague and often
a resource person to help you over the inevitable
speed bumps on the learning curve from newbie to
experienced director.
Your membership in Handbell Musicians of
America is a huge tool in your personal work to
be your best as a musician and leader. Together we
have the talent, the passion, and the resources to
hold up our colleagues and to advance the art of
handbells. Tap into your member resources and
spread the good works with our youngest musicians.
Together we can do what no one can do alone.
Ellie Hodder
		ehodder@handbellmusicians.org

NE W PRO D U C T LAU N C H

New Pro Series Handles
Schulmerich’s new Pro Series handles are designed for smooth and
effortless ringing, while increased durability keeps you ringing longer.
The injection molded handle has a pad printed design and the rounded
edges give added comfort. Our new handles are compatible with current
Schulmerich parts and accessories for a seamless transition.
Trust Schulmerich to keep you ringing.

Schulmerich Bells, LLC, 11 Church Road, Suite 1A, Hatfield, PA 19440
T: +1-800-772-3557, F: +1-215-257-1910, info@schulmerichbells.com, www.schulmerichbells.com

Your Membership in the Guild...

Membership in Handbell Musicians of America now offers more benefits, more resources, more
value, and more opportunities to grow and improve your skills as a handbell musician. As of
October 1, 2012, a brand new set of on-line and interactive resources is available to our members.
Membership
in Handbell
of America
offers
more
benefits,
more
resources, more value,
In addition, we’ve
added theMusicians
My Membership
Rewardsnow
program
which
provides
periodic
specials
and
more
opportunities
to
grow
and
improve
your
skills
as
a
handbell
musician.
We are always adding
and discounts for Guild events, music, and merchandise.

...is an investment in Education, Community & Communication

to our collection of online and interactive resources available to our members. In addition, you will enjoy
For a full comparison of benefits of membership please refer to the grid on the back of this page.
the My Membership Rewards program which provides periodic specials and discounts for Guild events,
music, merchandise and services from us and our Handbell Industry Council members.

You may join or renew right now at www.HandbellMusicians.org
Member number if renewal _________________________
Member / Contact Name ___________________________
Is this an individual or organizational membership?
(Please circle one)
Email address _____________________________________
Organization / Business name_________________________
Organization / Business phone # _______________________
Organization mailing address__________________________
__________________________________________________
Home address_____________________________________
_________________________________________________
Home phone #_____________________________________
Enclosed payment type: Visa
(please circle one)

MasterCard

Check

Credit Card #_______________________________________
Credit Card expiration date___________________________
3 digit security number on back of card _________________
Card holder signature_______________________________

*Membership opportunities please circle one:
Handbell Musician
Sterling Handbell Musician
Bronze Handbell Musician
Gold Handbell Musician

$90.00
$175.00
$310.00
$525.00

This membership is for either an individual or an organization. If for an
individual, that person may identify ONE organization that may also receive the
benefits of the membership. If for an organization, that organization must
identify one individual as the primary contact for the membership. The Sterling,
Bronze and Gold levels are for those individuals/organizations who wish to
include a tax-deductible donation.

Handbell Industry Council
Sterling Handbell Industry Council
Bronze Handbell Industry Council
Gold Handbell Industry Council

$175.00
$260.00
$395.00
$555.00

This membership is for businesses and organizations that provide products and
services to the handbell/handchime community and wish to exhibit and/or
market these products and services to the community. The Sterling, Bronze and
Gold levels are for those businesses or organizations that wish to include a taxdeductible donation.

Retired Handbell Musician

$65.00

Credit card address same as Home or Business address?

This membership is for the handbell musician, aged 65 years or older, who is
no longer actively directing or leading an ensemble or program.

(please circle one)

Full-time student

Mail completed form to:

This is an individual membership and is for the full-time college or high school
student.

Handbell Musicians of America
PO Box 221047
Louisville, KY 40252
Or fax to: 937.438.0085

Sub-membership

$30.00

$10.00

This membership is for an individual member of an organization that has an
existing Handbell Musician Membership. It is basically an on-line membership
only. LIST “PARENT” Handbell Musician Membership # here:______________
**Canadian Members: Please add $15.00 USD to all memberships.
All other International Members: Please add $30.00 USD to all memberships.
Note: All dues are payable in U.S. dollars. All returned checks will incur a $25.00 processing fee.

Online Only Overtones
Access to Online Resources
Take a Choir or Choirs from Your
Organization to Events at
Member Discount Pricing
Attend Individual Focused Events
at Member Discount (i.e. Distinctly
Bronze, Master Series)

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Access to Scholarships & Grants
Access to Chime Loan Programs
Access to Mentoring Programs
Access to Priority Music Club
Return $10 Rebate to Your Area
Return $5 Rebate to Your Area
E-Notes E-Newsletter
Event-Notes E-Newsletter
Own Login & Password to
Access Online Resources

X
X

X

X

X

Exhibit at Guild Events
For 65+ Not Actively Directing or
Leading a
Handbell/Handchime program
Access to Special
"My Membership Rewards"

Full-Time Student
Membership - $30

Retired Handbell
Musician Membership†
$65

Print Copy of Overtones

X
X
X
X

HIC Membership‡
$175

Voting Privileges

Sub-Membership*
$10

Whether you are a director, educator,
or member of an ensemble, or you
compose music, own a handbell related
business or are simply an enthusiast,
there is a Handbell Musicians of America
membership for you.

Handbell Musician
Membership - $90

Which membership
type best suits
YOUR needs?

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Canadian members add $15USD and Other International members add $30USD to all except Sub-Membership
*The Sub-Membership must be linked to a Handbell Musician Membership. Sub-member may attend events with the group associated with the Handbell Musician Membership only.
‡HIC Members may only apply for grants and scholarships, event endorsement, and access to chime-loan programs if they are recognized as a non-profit 501-C3 organization.
†If you are 65 years of age or older and ACTIVELY directing or leading a handbell/handchime program, then the Handbell Musician Membership is for you. However, if you are 65
years or older and NOT actively directing or leading, then the Retired Handbell Musician Membership is your best option.

what’s HAPPENING
Handbell News and Notices

Nominations Sought for Next Honorary Life
Award Recipients
The Guild’s first Honorary Life Membership Award was given to Frederick Sharpe in 1963 at the eighth National Convention in Detroit, Michigan. Mr. Sharp, who was considered the
foremost English authority on tower bells at the time, was the
honored guest at the convention and had done much to further
the art of handbell ringing during his lifetime. His contributions became the model for future Honorary Life Membership
Awards which now total 36 throughout the history of Handbell
Musicians of America.
The Honorary Life Policy, developed and adopted by its
national board of directors, states that the granting of an Honorary Life Membership Award is reserved “for those who have
made outstanding contributions to the art of handbell ringing.”
This award is intended to recognize and honor a lifetime commitment to handbells based on exceptional service to Handbell
Musicians of America and to handbell ringing in general.
All members of Handbell Musicians of America, including
area boards and current Honorary Life members, have the opportunity to nominate persons to be considered for this award.
The national board of directors has appointed P.L. Grove,
president-elect, to chair the selection committee. The detailed
criteria and formal nominating form follows and can also be
found on our website at www.handbellmusicians.org/docs/
honorarylife17.pdf. The due date for nominations is December
1, 2016. Questions related to the process or criteria may be addressed to Ms. Grove.
Completed nominations (see form on next page) and accompanying documentation should be sent to P.L. Grove as follows:
Via Email:
plgrove@handbellmusicians.org
Via USPS:
P.L. Grove, Honorary Life
			Committee Chair
			
c/o Foothills Congregational Church
			461 Orange Avenue
			
Los Altos, CA 94022

HONORARY LIFE POLICY
(as reviewed and approved by the national board of directors,
October 2009)

Selection Criteria
The granting of an Honorary Life Membership in Handbell Musicians of America is reserved for those who have made
outstanding contributions to the art of handbell ringing. This
status is to be deemed the highest honor which the Guild
can bestow, and is to be reserved for individuals of the highest
caliber.
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The criteria to be used for the selection of Honorary Life
recipients include:
1. A nominee should have contributed service both
to Handbell Musicians of America and to the art
of handbell ringing in general. These contributions
should reflect an extended time commitment to the
Guild and to handbell ringing. The nominee should
be a current member of the Guild; however, exceptions
may be approved by the board of directors. Outstanding
service is defined as activities that greatly exceed normal
expectations or that are generally perceived as significant.
The ideal recipient will have made contributions in each
of the following two categories. However, an overwhelming contribution in only one category may be
deemed acceptable.
a. Service to Handbell Musicians of America
• Service to Handbell Musicians of America at
local, area, and national levels.
• Achievement of national recognition for his/
her contributions to the Guild.
• If service was as an elected officer, the contribution should exceed the normal expectation
of the office.
b. Service to handbell ringing in general
• Development of a body of teaching methods/materials specific to handbells.
• Extended teaching/conducting that has
raised the musical standard for handbell
ringing.
• Composition of a substantial body of repertoire that has expanded the handbell idiom.
• Significant contributions to the invention,
design, or development of instruments associated with handbell ringing.
• Authorship of a substantial body of published written work that expands the knowledge of handbells.
• Significant efforts to extend the art of handbell ringing into new arenas, such as educational institutions, community programs,
churches, and international populations.
2. No person shall be considered either while employed by
Handbell Musicians of America or currently serving on
its board of directors.
3. National board members shall not be eligible for
Honorary Life consideration for a period of two years
following the end of their term.

Continued on page 15

Nomination Form
To the Nominator: Thank you for taking on an important task in the life of the AGEHR. As the Nominator of someoneToforthe
theNominator:
Honorary Life
Award,
you
may on
be an
contacted
by task
someone
Honorary
Life Committee
request(s)
for
Thank
you for
taking
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in thefrom
life ofthe
Handbell
Musicians
of America.with
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supportive
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its work.byAlthough
secrecy
not always
easy,
we hope with
that the
tor of an individual
forinformation
the HonorarytoLife
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someone from
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Life
Committee
presentation
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awards
emanating
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will
be
a
complete
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you
are
request(s) for additional supportive information to assist the Committee in its work. Although secrecy is not always easy, we hope
nominating
someone
whom
you
know
quite
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so
that
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the
necessary
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to
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to
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that the presentation of any award emanating from this process will be a complete surprise to the recipient(s). Presumably, you are
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that
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knowYou
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providing
thefrom
necessary
justify
the award
your nomibe
or necessary.
neehelpful
is well within
your ability. You are free to seek assistance from others (e. g., family, close friends, et al.) should that be helpful or
necessary.
The criteria for receiving the Honorary Life Award are published with this Nomination Form as well as on the AGEHR
The criteria
receiving
Honorary Life
Award
are published
with this
Nomination
Form
as well asThere
on theareHandbell
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prepare
your package
in support
of your
nominee.
two major
cians of America
website.
theseorthoughtfully
as youdetailed
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your package in of
support
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nominee. There
are two
categories
of service
that Please
either review
separately
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exemplary
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to handbell
major categories
service that
separately
or together
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of exemplary
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an either
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at thisrequire
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The
more
thoroughly
you
can
research
the
background
of
your
your nominee, the better the Committee will be able to judge the merits of his/her nomination. Although there are no parnominee,
the better thedocumentation
Committee willinbethe
able
to has
judge
the merits
of his/her
nomination.
Although
therepublished
are no particular
ticular
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letters
of support,
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documentation
in
the
past
has
included
resumes,
testimonial
letters
of
support,
published
works,
etc.
As
appropriate,
such
appropriate, such material will be considered confidential.
material will be considered confidential.
For reasons of confidentiality, all documents submitted will be destroyed at the conclusion of the nomination process, so
For purposes of confidentiality, all documents submitted will be destroyed at the conclusion of the nomination process, so please
please send no original documents of any kind unless there are other copies in existence (e. g., resumes, curriculum vitae,
send no original documents of any kind unless there are other copies in existence (e. g., resumes, curriculum vitae, etc.). Only one
etc.).
Only one copy of each item need be sent - the Honorary Life Committee Chair will provide working copies to the rest
copy of each item need be sent—the Honorary Life Committee Chair will provide working copies to the rest of the Committee.
of the Committee.

Nominator Information
Nominator:
Nominator’s Address:

Nominator’s Phone Numbers: Home (

)

Cell: (

)

Fax: (

)

Email Address:
Nominee Information
Nominee:
Nominee’s Address:

Nominee’s Phone Numbers: Home (

)

Cell: (

)

Fax: (

)

Email Address:

Please complete the form on the opposite side.
Use extra paper for the Supportive Documentation questions.
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In what ways has your nominee provided service to Handbell Musicians
of America that would justify this award?

For each entry, please indicate what
documentary evidence you are providing.

Please use separate paper to answer questions
In what ways has your nominee provided service to handbell ringing in
general that would justify this award?

For each entry, please indicate what
documentary evidence you are providing.

Please use separate paper to answer questions
What information about your nominee other than service to Handbell
Musicians of America or service to handbells in general would
contribute to justifying this award?

For each entry, please indicate what
documentary evidence you are providing.

Please use separate paper to answer questions
Signature of Nominator __________________________________________________________________________
Date ______________________, 2016
Please send this Nomination Form and all supporting documents to:
P.L Grove
Honorary Life Committee Chair
c/o Foothills Congregational Church
461 Orange Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94022
Nomination forms and all supportive material must be postmarked or otherwise time-stamped by December 1, 2016, and
must be received by the Honorary Life Committee Chair no later than December 15, 2016, in order to be used. All material submitted will be destroyed at the conclusion of this Honorary Life Committee’s activity.
Although material may be forwarded at any time prior to the December 1, 2016 deadline, please include as many supporting documents as possible with this Nomination Form.
O V E R T O N E S
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Benefits of Recipients
1. Honorary Life members shall continue to be recognized
by Handbell Musicians of America for the significance
of their contributions to handbell ringing.
2. Honorary Life members shall be exempt from annual
membership dues.
3. Honorary Life members shall have full membership
privileges.
4. Honorary Life members will receive a 50% reduction of
the general registration fee for the National Seminar and
50% of their share of a double occupancy room when
not included in the registration.

Selection Process
1. The chair of the Honorary Life Committee shall be appointed by the national board of directors of Handbell
Musicians of America.
2. The Honorary Life Committee shall be an anonymous
committee comprised of five people in addition to the
chair who are appointed by the national board of directors. Committee members should be chosen from five
different Areas of the Guild. If an Honorary Life Committee member is nominated, the Honorary Life Chair
will keep this information confidential and contact the
national board of directors.
3. Any member of Handbell Musicians of America may
nominate persons to be considered for this award. Supporting materials, resumes, and letters of recommendation must be included with the nomination.
4. In each year that nominations are invited, the selection
criteria and current roster of award recipients shall be
printed in Overtones, posted on the Guild website, and
sent to all Areas.
5. The Honorary Life Committee will screen candidates
based on the selection criteria. It will be the responsibility of the committee to select candidates who have
either a balance of service between the two categories
(but not necessarily equal) or who have overwhelming
service in one.
6. Initially, the committee members shall remain anonymous to each other and communicate only through the
chair to prepare a list of candidates. The final meeting
of the committee will be via conference call and all
members will be known to one another. At that time,
candidates will be discussed and a final recommendation
will be approved.
7. Following the approval of the board, the Honorary Life
Committee chair will immediately contact the recipients
by telephone and report to the board.
8. Those being granted Honorary Life Membership will be
featured in the next available issue of Overtones, posted
on the website, and will be introduced at the National
Seminar of the same year.
9. All correspondence concerning nominees and candidates
will be destroyed following the vote of the board.
10. There shall be no more than 20 (twenty) living Honorary Life members.

Handbell Musicians of America
Honorary Life Recipients
1963

Frederick Sharpe*

1965

Bessie Erb*
Helen Runkle

1967

Robert Hieber*
Dr. Marvin Reecher*

1974

Richard Litterst*

1978

Elizabeth Bradford*
Ellen Jane Lorenz*

1980

Willard Markey*

1982

Donald E. Allured*

1984

Mary McClear
W.D. McKeehan*

1986

Betty Garee*
Robert A. Ivey

1988

Mary Kettlehut*
Ronald Schink*

1990

Andrew L. Flanagan*
James V. Salzwedel

1992

Everett Jay Hilty*

1994

Larry Fink*
Jacob Malta*

1996

David R. Davidson*
Doris Watson

1998

Jacques Kearns*
Margaret Shurcliff*

(posthumously)

2001

Michael R. Keller
Martha Lynn Thompson

2003

Ginny Fleming
Marilyn Hines

2005

William Payn

2008

William Griffin
Karen Leonard

2011

D. Linda McKechnie
David L. Weck

2014

Deborah Rice
Valerie Stephenson

*Indicates member is deceased
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Now Accepting Nominations for
National Board
By Stephanie Rhoades
Nominating Committee Chair

Who would make a desirable candidate for
the national board?

Who should serve on the next national board of directors of
the Handbell Musicians of America? Whoever it is, YOU will
play a vital and essential role.

The national board of directors must be diversified with individuals who share an interest in our instrument regardless of
age, gender, race, color or religion. To achieve this diversity, the
qualities listed below are those which the National Board will
consider in finding potential nominees and candidates:

Who are the board of directors?
The board of directors consists of a president, president-elect
and five at-large directors as the voting members. Each member
serves a six year term. The executive director is a non-voting
participant. Additionally, a board-appointed secretary serves
without voice or vote. The term of the current board expires
September 30, 2017. At that time, Ed Rollins (president),
Stephanie Rhoades, Steve Shorney, and Jessica Westgard Larson
(at-large directors) will be replaced by a new president-elect
and three new at-large directors. Those new members will join
Derek Nance and Jennifer Vangolen. P.L. Grove will be our
new president. Board members serve without compensation
but are reimbursed for expenses directly related to their board
responsibilities.
In order to facilitate a national election, the national board
has appointed a nominating committee. For this next election,
the committee consists of Stephanie Rhoades, chair; Karen
Leonard from Area 1; and David Weck from Area 5. This committee’s duties are to review all nominations and then recommend to the national board individuals to be voted on by the
membership.
A nomination form is on page 17 and is also available at
www.handbellmusicians.org/docs/boardnomination17.pdf. This
form is the only means to nominate someone for consideration
to the national board of directors.
The nominating deadline is September 1, 2016.
Immediately following this deadline, the nominating committee will review the forms, compare each nominee’s qualifications, and make recommendations to the board of directors.
The ultimate authority for determining the slate of candidates
rests with the national board of directors. This slate will contain two candidates for president-elect and six candidates for
at-large director.
Online voting begins February 15, 2017, and ends March
15, 2017.
The membership will vote for president-elect and for three
at-large candidates. The results will be posted at www.handbellmusicians.org, in Overtones, through E-Notes, and through
communication with the area chairs.
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•
•
•
•
•

Historical experience with AGEHR/Handbell Musicians
of America
Business experience: finance, accounting, policy governance, sales, marketing, law, human resources or
fundraising
Music and handbell experience: director, ringer, music
educator, church, community, or specials needs choirs
Strategic planning and/ or not-for-profit experience
Information Technology services

This diversity of backgrounds and experiences will broaden
the national board’s perspective, creating an environment that
will enable Handbell Musicians of America to be successful
in a competitive non-profit environment. We need a range of
personalities for a board that can collectively become skilled to:
•
•
•
•
•

be proactive
brainstorm
plan for the future
anticipate the needs of our constituents
be a servant leader

Handbell Musicians of America is dedicated to advancing
the musical art of handbell/handchime ringing through education, community, and communication. The best possible future
for the Handbell Musicians of America board of directors will
come from good communication between diverse individuals
who share our mission, vision, values and goals. YOU know
these people. Therefore, the best possible future for Handbell
Musicians of America ultimately rests with YOU. But, before
you nominate someone, check with her or him to insure they
are able and willing to be considered for one of the most fascinating and rewarding responsibilities they could imagine.
Who will you nominate?

The nominating deadline is
September 1, 2016

2017 National Board Elections Nomination Form
for President-Elect and At-Large Board Members
Please circle the office for which nomination is being made:
PRESIDENT-ELECT 		

AT-LARGE BOARD MEMBER

NOMINEE INFORMATION:
(Nominations will not be accepted without the following data.)
Name ____________________________________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: Home________________ Work________________ Cell________________
Email address________________________________
Please state your reasons for nominating this person including experience in AGEHR or other handbell related
organizations, music related experience, leadership, administrative experience and non-music experience
beneficial to the Guild. (Additional space is available on page 2 of this form)

Please provide names and contact information for other persons who might be able to provide helpful
information about this nominee.
Name		
State of residence 		
Phone		
E-mail
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Has candidate given permission to be nominated for this office?
If “NO,” please state reason.

Yes

No

continued
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2017 National Board Elections Nomination Form
for President-Elect and At-Large Board Members (cont.)
I have reviewed the candidate qualifications for this election and feel this candidate appropriately fulfills the
requirements for this office.
Signed____________________________________________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: Home_______________ Work_______________ Cell________________
E-mail address______________________________

Please send completed nomination form to:
Stephanie Rhoades
							c/o Northaven UMC
							11211 Preston Rd.
							Dallas TX 75229
Or scan and email to:				
O V E R T O N E S
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srhoades@handbellmusicians.org

HANDBELL MUSICIAN CERTIFICATION
and ACCREDITATION
THIS SUMMER COMPLETE LEVEL 1 CERTIFICATION
AT A SPECIAL EVENT IN AREA 8

The Handbell Musician

Complete Level 1 Certification in
Handbell Techniques, Music Theory,

Certification program is a

and Conducting this summer at

comprehensive curriculum

Area 8! Conveniently located in St.

designed to provide training

Louis, Missouri, we are offering

and experience at all levels
to handbell musicians.

these elements of Handbell Musician
Certification for the first 15 applicants
on the beautiful campus of Missouri

The study areas are Music

Baptist University. We will also be

Theory, Handbell Techniques,

offering Accreditation for faculty to

Conducting, Arranging and
Composing, Handbell History
& electives.

teach Level 1 Certification courses in
Handbell Techniques, Music Theory,
and Conducting. Each Accreditation
class is limited to 6 faculty candidates.
In addition to the Area 8 event,
Music Theory Level 1 is currently
available in the Virtual Bell Academy.

certification.HandbellMusicians.org/
area-8-event
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handbells in WORSHIP
Coordinated by Sondra Tucker

The Big C
Developing an Attitude of Commitment
by Sondra Tucker
Sondra K. Tucker, BSE,
MMus, is handbell editor
for Jubilate Music Group.
She is organist/choirmaster
at Church of the Holy Apostles, Episcopal, in Collierville (Memphis), Tennessee,
where she plays the organ,
directs the musical ensembles
of the church, and oversees
a concert series. She is also
chair of Area 6 of Handbell
Musicians of America and
teaches composition at the
Master Series of classes
sponsored by the Guild. She
is in demand as a conductor
and clinician for denominational and Guild events.
Sondra is an accomplished
organist and flutist, and
her published works include
music for choir, organ, and
instrumental ensembles in
addition to handbells. She
lives in Memphis with
her husband and has two
children and two granddaughters.

I had the otherworldly experience of moving
away from my hometown for eight years and then
moving back home. In those eight years, much
stayed the same—the traffic, the road construction, and places like the post office, the malls,
and the schools were mostly unchanged. But new
developments had sprung up here and there, kids
who were in middle school when we left were
graduating from college or getting married, and I
was forever trying to drive home to our old midtown house instead of our current house out east.
Handbell things had changed, too: Our local bell
festival had gone into mothballs. Churches that
used to field two bell choirs were down to one
(if they still had one at all), or their five-octave
choir was ringing on three or even two-and-a-half
octaves.
What caused this? How can we as ringers
regain and proclaim our commitment (that big C)
to the value and worth of handbells as a vital part
of the music ministry in our churches?
Admittedly, there are situations and trends that
may be beyond our control, including a movement toward worship styles that do not embrace
handbells, loss of leadership due to church budget
constraints, and even generational trends in
church attendance. These are large issues, and we
as musicians must commit to being part of the
conversations around each of them.
But at the same time, we must play the current
hand that we are dealt. We must keep our current
ringers engaged, enthusiastic, and yes, committed.
We must educate our clergy and our congregations in the value of participatory music ministry.
And we must recruit new personnel in order to
keep up with natural attrition in our ringer ranks.

Commitment by example
I am preparing materials for a class I will
present at National Seminar in Rochester this
summer. The class is a retrospective on the life
O V E R T O N E S
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Even though standards were very
high, ringers were always treated
kindly. Rehearsals were planned
down to the minute, and being
‘good enough to get by’ wasn’t an
option.
and music of Betty Garee, a woman who may
need little or no introduction to most of you
as a handbell composer and director of great
renown and as the recipient of an Honorary Life
Membership, the highest honor the Guild can
bestow. Betty passed away in 1986, and I have
been speaking with her daughter Joyce about her
mother’s life and work. Betty was committed to
excellence in every facet of her music making, and
she directed five handbell choirs at her church.
Students of handbell history may have heard of
her Klokken Ringers; what I discovered was that
the Klokken Ringers was actually a graded youth
handbell program that consisted of four choirs.
Everyone was welcome in Klokken 4, and ringers
were promoted based on ability and commitment
up through the ranks to the touring group, Klokken 1. Betty went to each ringer’s home and met
with the parents to ascertain whether the family
would be committed to participation in Klokken.
Students could not advance in the group, no matter how musically skilled they were, without the
commitment.

Master
of Church Music

The other side of that coin, however, was that Betty herself
When your core group is fully engaged and committed to
took that commitment, and challenged each student to grow in
their ministry, work together to recruit new members and plan
his musicianship. Even though standards were very high, ringers for the long-range vitality of the ensemble.
Summer
GRADUATE
MUSICdown
COURSE
were always
treated 2016
kindly.- Rehearsals
were planned
to the OFFERINGS
• Look within the congregation for potential ringers.
minute, and being “good enough to get by” wasn’t an option.
• Invite nonmember musicians to join.
How much
work
this
must
have
been!
• Ponder
for people to sign up for shorter-term
Session One (June 6 – 17)
Bell Week
(July 4opportunities
– 8)
commitments.
Commitment
in action
MUS 571 – Musical
Heritage of the Church
MUS 546 –•Composing
for aHandbells
Partner with
neighboring church.
What
can
we
glean
this example?
8:30 – Noon Maryfrom
Schecher
8:30 – 5:00 •(M,Start
T, W,a TH)
& 8:30or
– 12:00
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ability of any handbell ensemble. From the church’s committhat they can play confidently and well.
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Master
of Church Music

Summer 2016 - GRADUATE MUSIC COURSE OFFERINGS

Session One (June 6 – 17)

Bell Week (July 4 – 8)

MUS 571 – Musical Heritage of the Church
8:30 – Noon Mary Schecher

MUS 546 – Composing for Handbells
8:30 – 5:00 (M, T, W, TH) & 8:30 – 12:00 (F) John Behnke

MUS 642 – Form and Analysis
1:30 – 5:00 Lynn Little

Sessions One and Two (June 6 – July 1)

Session Two (June 20 – July 1)

MUS 511 – Applied Voice
Lessons by Appointment Wendelin Lockett

MUS 551 – Advanced Choral Conducting
8:30 – Noon Alexa Doebele

MUS 521 – Applied Organ
Lessons by Appointment John Behnke/James Freese

MUS 522 – Organ Literature
1:30 – 5:00 Irene Beethe
MUS 541 – Graduate Theory Review
1:30 – 5:00 Lynn Little

For general information, go to:
www.cuw.edu/graduate
or call 800.330.9866

www.cuw.edu • 12800 North Lake Shore Drive, Mequon, WI • 262.243.5700
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community CONNECTIONS
Coordinated by Sharon Schmidt

Not as Simple as Practice, Practice, Practice
Getting to Carnegie Hall (or close to it)
by Nancy R. Lutz
Nancy R. Lutz is the
founding artistic director
of Three Rivers Ringers,
Pittsburgh’s premier handbell ensemble. Founded in
2010, the ensemble released
Ringing in the Season,
their first recording in
2014; presented a feature
concert for the American
Guild of Organists convention in 2015; can be seen
in the feature film Love
the Coopers released in
November of this year; and
look forward to presenting
the opening concert at Seminar in July of this year.
Nancy is also director of
handbells at Mt. Lebanon
United Methodist Church
where she leads two adult
ensembles.
Nancy is a founding director of the Western Pennsylvania Handbell Festival,
an event for beginning and
intermediate level handbell
ensembles that holds an
annual festival each spring.
She has been honored to
direct this festival along
with several others.
Mentoring new handbell
directors and other handbell ensembles is of particular interest to Nancy. She
enjoys doing workshops for
directors and ringers, doing
Bio continued
on page 27
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Everyone knows the answer to the question,
“How do you get to Carnegie Hall?” but for
handbell ensembles, getting onto the big stage is
not as simple as “practice, practice, practice.” As a
sitting member of the national board from 19992005 and an appointed secretary for an additional
seven years, I was part of the ongoing dialogue
about how to get recognition for our instrument
from the greater musical community. We’ve long
set strategies to raise our level of musicianship to
a place where other arts organizations would accept us as serious musicians. For me, early association with both Don Allured and David Davidson
made me a believer that “playing the right note at
the right time” truly is just the beginning.
Through education and events, the Guild has
provided all the tools I have needed to train and
challenge ringers to make music on handbells.
My church, Mt. Lebanon United Methodist
Church in Pittsburgh, has supported our handbell
program at a high level, providing critical funding and moral support. By 2010, I could often
be heard bragging that my church had the best
handbell ensemble in western Pennsylvania. Chapel Bells could play with the best of them!
In true English handbell tradition, in spring of
2010, four Chapel Bells ringers and I began meeting at the local pub after rehearsal with a single
agenda item—creating a top-level community
group in Pittsburgh. In a few weeks, we had a
name, Three Rivers Ringers (TRR), and we began
the work of building a nonprofit organization,
writing bylaws, and planning auditions. In our
“gang of five,” we had the director of a regional
symphony orchestra and her lawyer husband,
as well as an individual, Andy Seay—an arts
management professional who became our first
managing director. We also had determination
and dedication to see our dream come true.
Twenty-two people responded to our first call
for ringers. Following an adjudicated audition
process, we accepted 13 of those. In September
2010, we began to prepare for our inaugural
concert in December. We used the church files for

our music, and we put together a lovely program
of holiday music.
As we approached our first concert, even
though we had only a small budget from ringer
and board contributions, we knew we had to look
the part of a serious arts organization. We had

Our initial attempt at collaboration with another arts organization ended sadly when a regional
orchestra’s program committee
declared handbells “gimmicky,”
rejecting their music director’s
request to contract us.
connections to a graphic designer who offered pro
bono work. She has created quality programs and
eye catching promotional pieces for us that have
helped us establish our image. We also created important social media links like Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube, along with a great looking website
at www.threeriversringers.org.
In a nutshell, we were successful out of the gate,
quickly generating not only a loyal fan base but
also financial support in excess of our modest firstyear budget. Since our first concert in December
2010, support has multiplied, and we have already
met many of our early goals, artistically and financially. However, collaborations with other organizations proved to be challenging at first.
Our initial attempt at collaboration with
another arts organization ended sadly when a
regional orchestra’s program committee declared
handbells “gimmicky,” rejecting their music director’s request to contract us. We had already done
Continued on page 27

for ringers, directors & educators

It’s Not Always about the Notes
by Stevie Berryman
It’s so easy to get stuck in a rehearsal rut. We all do it. We let the pressure of
the next impending performance drive our rehearsal time, instead of taking
responsibility for keeping rehearsals joyful, meaningful, and yet still productive.
And even though we might get some great ideas at festivals or social networks,
we’re not always great at accessing all those good ideas while in the middle
of rehearsal. So here you are! Proven strategies for lively rehearsals, all at your
fingertips! Clip these cards and keep them in your music folder. You’ll always
be ready to energize your rehearsal!
1. Play “Know Your Music” – Ringers get 1 minute to study a piece of music.
Then they have to put it away. The director asks questions, and the first person
to “ring in” with the correct answer wins! How many key changes are there?
What special techniques are used? What is the tempo marking? Play for points,
play for prizes, or play for bragging rights. To really up the stakes, turn the
tables and let the ringers try to “stump the director!”
2. Play “Who’s Lost” – One ringer closes their eyes while the director signals the
starting measure. The ringers turns around when the choir starts ringing somewhere in the middle of the piece. The “lost” ringer tries to see how quickly they
can find their place!
3. Improvise – Pick up any bell or chime, as long as it is a sharp or flat. Beginning with the bass, have each ringer create a 4 beat ostinato, and just keep
repeating it. Add in ringers one or two at a time, making sure you are building
complexity by adding layers, not by unnecessarily complicating individual ostinato lines (less is more). Bonus: uses this technique to work on difficult rhythmic
passages. Super bonus: start singing a pentatonic hymn over what you are ringing (“How Firm a Foundation” or “Holy Manna” if you are in two or four, “Amazing Grace” or “How Can I Keep From Singing” if you are in three.)
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In This Issue
It’s Not Always about
the Notes
by Stevie Berryman
Color Rhythms An exercise from
Beginning Busy
Ringers
by Kirtsie Mitchell
Please visit the Overtones section of our
website at
www.HandbellMusicians.org to download printable copies
of all the materials in
Tips & Tools.
Permission granted to
make copies for choir
or classroom use.
Must be a current
member of Handbell
Musicians of America
and may not transfer usage rights to a
non-member without
permission.

4. Switch Off – There’s no place like home, but sometimes you have to leave
home before you can appreciate it. Pick a ringer. They get to switch spots with
anyone else in the choir, including you. (Good luck ringing the 3’s!) This is a
great exercise for getting musicians to hear the whole composition and not just
their notes. And it’s a hoot. Don’t worry, most of the choir is still practicing the
right notes…when they aren’t laughing at their friends!
You may cut the flash cards from the center of this month’s “Tips & Tools,” or
download a 4-up version to print from the Overtones section of our website.
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Play
"Who's Lost?"

Someone turns around.
Closes their eyes.
Goes "la-la-la."

Director signals a
measure number.
Everyone begins playing
in that measure.

"Lost" musician finds
their place in the music..
Harmony restored.
Yay you!

Switch Off

Pick a ringer.

They get to switch
positions with anyone
else (including you).

Rehearse.
Laugh.
Repeat.
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Play
"Know Your Music"

One minute to cram.
Go!

"Who is the composer?
What is the time
signature?"
etc.....

"Ring in" for
fabulous prizes!
Or bragging rights.
Whatever.

Improvise

Pick up a sharp or flat.
Seriously. Any one.

Make up a 4 beat
rhythm. Repeat.
Keep repeating.

Add more musicians!
More patterns!
More notes!
Make music and rejoice!
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11

1. Clap and say the color words. Clap on each syllable.
2. Ring together on each syllable the three letters after number 1.
3. Everyone say all the colors!
• Remember to ring on each syllable of the word.
• Ring the same way for each group of the letters.

The chimes/bells which are
sounding on the last word in
each line should be damped on
the first word of the second line.

AG010 - 11
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Community...
Continued from page 22

a lobby performance at one of their concerts to
great audience acclaim. Rejection was unexpected
and painful.
Shortly after that, Andy booked us for a preconcert performance at Heinz Hall, the beautiful
home of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
(PSO), one of the world’s elite orchestras. Andy
works for the symphony in fundraising and was
able to book TRR prior to a sold-out performance by Yo-Yo Ma and the orchestra. Positioned
in front of the grand staircase, performing holiday
music, we couldn’t be missed by the throngs of
people passing by, many of whom stopped to listen. With a quality product, we made connections
and gained exposure to potential new audience
members. We received several performance invitations from that event.
As time went on, TRR continued to expand
concert venues and achieve new artistic heights.
In 2012, we performed for the opening worship
service of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (USA) for 4,000 people. We recorded
two CDs, in 2013 and 2015, and we made our
feature film debut in Love the Coopers in 2015.
One significant connection occurred when we
were featured on a concert series organized by
Allegheny RiverStone Center for the Arts (ARCA)
in December 2014. ARCA is located in a sleepy
river town about 75 miles north of Pittsburgh
on the beautiful Allegheny River, a seemingly
unlikely spot for a sold-out performance. However, that is exactly what we had—standing room
only in a local church, the arts thriving in what
is affectionately known as “bear, buck and bunny
country”! As it happened, the executive director
of ARCA, responsible for organizing this series of
30+ concerts annually, was a retired member of
the PSO. Our performances at ARCA have become a tradition, and we look forward to returning for our third performance in 2016.
While we were driving to ARCA that first
December, Andy got a call from a colleague at the
PSO, asking if the orchestra could borrow a couple of bells for the Pops concerts that evening! We
were able to work out the details on short notice,
and delivered the bells needed with about an hour
to spare before the performance. That same night,
the PSO approached Andy about the possibilities
of engaging TRR for the Holiday Pops series in
2015. Wow, we could hardly breathe in anticipation. Within days, TRR secured a contract to
perform seven concerts on the Holiday Pops in
December 2015.
Fortune smiled on us with our in-house

contact at the Pittsburgh Symphony, Andy. Not
only were we treated with the utmost professional
respect, but also we were able to take care of all
the logistical issues before we set foot in the hall.
The symphony had never worked with a handbell
ensemble before and did not have an understanding of how much space we needed. Our logistics
manager (a TRR member) visits every potential
site to take his own measurements and then offers
us computer-generated layout plots. Andy had the
ear of the artistic staff and knew the questions to
ask. There were no surprises!
Opening week, we had one evening rehearsal
to meet the Pops conductor, do a sound check,
and have our first crack at using the orchestra pit
for our setup (the pit was used to raise and lower
our equipment, as we shared stage space with a
dance ensemble). The next evening, we rehearsed
with the orchestra for the three pieces we performed with them, as well as our solo selection.
At the end of that rehearsal, we rehearsed our
stage moves with the stagehands. We were able to
strike our equipment in under 60 seconds. One
more evening brought all participants together for
the dress rehearsal. We opened the next night.
Words simply cannot express the thrill of playing to an audience of over 2000 people who not
only applauded but cheered like football fans when
we finished playing…at all seven concerts. But the
real validation came from the other musicians. The
chorus was effusive; the orchestra members, not
being satisfied with the perfunctory waving of their
bows, stomped their feet in appreciation. We felt
like rock stars! After the final curtain call, as 18 of
us exited single file, the stagehands applauded as
each of us passed by. Priceless!
How did we get to our “Carnegie Hall” experience? We had some significant breaks through
Andy’s connections with the PSO, but those
contacts would’ve done nothing without our
organization establishing itself as a professional
arts organization. No one person made this happen; to use a quote from Winston Churchill, the
ensemble’s “blood, toil, tears, and sweat” created
the success. Years of hard work, believing in ourselves, and having ringers and directors committed to and understanding how to advance our art
form prepared us for our invitation to share the
stage with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra,
an ensemble that regularly performs at Carnegie
Hall. We have the satisfaction of knowing 15,000
people heard handbells played beautifully and
professionally for the very first time in Pittsburgh.
We look forward to joining the PSO again this
December, for another seven performances on the
Holiday Pops!

Bio continued
from page 22

so extensively throughout
western Pennsylvania.
Nancy has been deeply
involved in Handbell
Musicians of America
since 1998 and served
on the board of directors
starting in 1999, retiring in 2012 as appointed
secretary, and was
presented with the first
President’s Award for
her years of service. During her time with the
board, the organization
changed its governance
model and underwent a
rebranding that included
the name change from
the American Guild of
English Handbell Ringers.
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handbells in EDUCATION
Coordinated by Kathleen Wissinger

Educating Seniors
Education Opportunities in Senior Living Facilities
by Eileen Laurence (with gratitude to Eiko Cornelius for consultation)

Eileen Laurence received
her bachelor and master
of science degrees from the
Juilliard School of Music
with a major in voice and
opera theater and a minor
in organ and church music.
Eileen retired in August
2014 from her position as
director of music at the First
Presbyterian Church in
Katonah, New York after
having served there for 38
years. Her handbell experience spans 37 years, with
her initial training coming
from Robert Ivey at the
Westminster Choir College
in Princeton, New Jersey.
With the Katonah Celebration Ringers, Eileen has
concertized internationally
in the United Kingdom,
Canada, New Zealand,
Australia, China, and
Japan. She took the Katonah Celebration Ringers
to the 16th International
Handbell Symposium in
Jeju, South Korea, last
summer. Ms. Laurence
has frequently served as a
clinician and conductor at
area, national, and international festivals. She is
also a published composer of
multicultural handbell music and has served Handbell
Musicians of America as a
massed conductor.
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Gone are the days of the “old-age” home.
In these days of healthier living styles and
the diversified choices that our aging population
faces, many facilities have developed into Continuing Care Retirement Communities (CCRCs).
The best of these organizations offer classes, care,
and activities designed to keep their residents
alert, healthy, and happy for a long time. What
better place to start a handbell ensemble?
Some places already have handbells and equipment that can be used by their residents. Others,
recognizing the value of playing either handchimes or handbells, will make a capital investment and purchase what is needed to start a program. Some residents are so interested in learning
how to play this beautiful instrument that they
give a gift of instruments and supporting items to
the institution for the use of the residents. Some
incoming residents may have access to instruments from their home communities. However it
is done, the value of spending time with handbells
or chimes is so dear that being able to acquire and
use the instrument is usually easy.
But what about finding a leader? It is common practice for the organization to learn of the
talents and abilities of its incoming people. Most
times, the leader is a resident who has led handbell choirs during his or her professional life and
would love to continue that activity as a volunteer
in their new community. They are experienced
teachers who stay young by continuing to follow
their passion.
But aren’t old people rigid, cantankerous,
cranky complainers stuck in their ways, with
frowns on their faces? Why would I want to work
with them? I used to think that, but not anymore.
I have experienced that, when faced with a problem, the aging population has learned to pause,
think intentionally, and take the long view. The
maturing adult brings wisdom. They bring a history of achievement, intelligence, and compassion
to the table. They are curious and have decided
to learn a new skill, one which they’ve not yet
had time to pursue. Ringing in a music ensemble

uses their bodies and minds in a new way. It is
challenging. It eases them out of their comfort
zone and into a new and refreshing space. It gives
purpose to their being. It connects them with a
special group of friends, all the while playing a
beautiful instrument that is never out of tune.
These ringers grew up in the age of commitment
and will become deeply bonded to each other,
realizing that, like the fingers on their hands,
when one finger is not working or missing, the
others are not able to function well. They want to
be with and support each other.

Can we really teach an old dog new
tricks?
Using materials that are readily available, we
can. Perhaps it’s because I, myself, am older now
(77), I have found the materials that have been
around a long time to still be valuable. I love
using Michael Keller’s Developing Coordination
Skills. It’s terrific for beginners and gets increasingly challenging as the ringers’ skills begin to
develop. Even advanced ringers can hone their
techniques using this publication that has 25
exercises to learn correct ringing, damping, and
changing bell practices.
The other classic teaching materials are any of
the books of tunes arranged by Frances L. Callahan and Martha Lynn Thompson. Tunes that
Teach offers reproducible music. Each number
is preceded by exercises that isolate techniques
used in the song that follows. Their Learn to Ring
series just can’t be beat. Four editions exist: Ready
to Ring I, Ready to Ring II, Ready to Ring III, and
Ready to Ring for Christmas. Each offers at least a
dozen numbers that keep all the ringing positions busy. The selections are very usable for both
secular and sacred venues. When you consider the
amount of repertoire in each book, buying these
publications is easy on the budget.
Of course, there are always new arrangers and
composers addressing beginning ringers, so do
take the time to review publications that have
recently become available. But I don’t like to

ignore the fine work that has been done by our arrangers from
25 years ago. Their work is still fresh, helpful, and practical.
Also, when choosing music, look out for page turns. They can
be challenging.
The ringers with whom I work are all retired and want to
play bells because it challenges them and helps keep their brains
sharp. For them, timely ringing, damping, and changing bells
is a physical and mental challenge that can frustrate them. But,
with repetition and patience, they break through those dusty
mind/body channels and succeed. The looks on their faces
when that happens are priceless!

What about the weight of the handbells?
CCRCs are adamant about providing physical activities that
keep the brain engaged, the body moving, and the muscles
toned. There are classes that focus on balance, strength, and
flexibility. There is ping pong, pool, shuffleboard, pickle ball,
tennis, yoga, Tai Chi, water games, lap swimming, bowling,
and simulated golf. There are classes in the pool for people dealing with arthritis and gyms staffed with professional advisors.
Those residents who are able take full advantage of the offerings. They know well the adage, “use it or lose it.” And now
they have the time to focus on themselves and figure out what
is best for them, individually.
To address the heavy lifting associated with handbells, see if
you can find helpers or engage staff who will set up the tables
and pads ahead of time. If the bell cases can be set up on a
table, it will save the backs of the ringers as they get their bells
into playing position. If there is a set of handchimes the group
can use, they might enjoy playing those as well as the bells.
Of course, chimes are lighter, and the playing techniques are
slightly different, but they provide a pleasant tonal contrast.

What do I need to get started?
When being introduced to handbells, it’s helpful to design a
questionnaire that interested ringers can fill out with information
about their musical history. Did they play an instrument when
younger? Did they sing and or play in an ensemble? For how
long? Where? And then, to introduce them to the instrument, set
up the bells in size order. Teach them the proper ringing technique. Please refer to Susan Berry’s classic book, Healthy Ringing.
Do some simple warm-up exercises, and then devise fun ways
to have them play all of the bells, moving from one position to
another around the table. Observe closely. That takes care of your
first session. You will learn a lot about each of them and, with
time, be able to assign the best position for each of them. In my
experience, I’ve found the retired generation to not be as comfortable changing positions.
I don’t like to use gloves with a mature population. By cleaning the bells with a specially designed cloth after each session,
fingerprints are easily removed. Pages are so much more easily
turned without having to deal with gloves. In my opinion,
they can be unsanitary and an unnecessary expense. Most bell
sessions with retirees are no longer than an hour, so protecting
the hands, for most, is not an issue. Of course, if there is an
unusual sensitivity, individuals can choose to wear gloves.
The height of the ringing table is very important. Most facili-

ties have the typical six-foot banquet tables that can be used by
bell ensembles. I think three-inch dense pads are sufficient when
playing three octaves of bells. If you have people who can handle
the lower fourth and fifth octave, you must use four-inch pads
for the safety of the instrument. Each ringer needs her or his own
ringing book to facilitate vision differences, and please allow each
ringer to adjust the music book to suit individual abilities. Make
sure the lights are bright enough to see the notes.
Some traditional banquet tables can be adjusted higher to
encourage the ringers to stand tall. The ones we have don’t
fold flat for storage and need to be readjusted each time they
are used, so the staff has agreed to set up and take down the
tables for the musicians. (Of course regular bell tables can be
purchased, but, when beginning an activity, it’s nice to keep the
expenses down by using what is already available.) It saves the
backs of the ringers if they can stand up straight, not bending
over to play the bells. Make sure chairs are readily available for
resting as you teach or make corrections. Occasionally you’ll
need to figure out a way for a ringer in a wheelchair to be able
to access the bells and music. Often they can use a walker to
approach the table and then sit on a high stool to ring.
Many CCRCs have woodshops and retirees who are available to build lifters for the bell tables, if added height would be
desirable to save the backs of the ringers. Here is the plan my
husband designed:
Cut a 2-inch x 4-inch block just long enough to accommodate the bottom of the table leg. The block will lie flat, raising
the leg 1-1/2 inches. Then cut four 1-inch x 3-inch lengths so
that they can be attached around the perimeter of the block with
screws, leaving the bottom smooth and protruding one inch
above the block at the top, forming a square, enclosed area that
will prevent the table leg from sliding off. Place one of these
blocks under each leg. You can download a diagram from the
Overtones section of our website.
Of course the bells need to be kept secure when stored.
Putting them in a locked closet usually suffices. If your floor
surface is not carpeted, it is easy to drag the cases in and out for
ringing sessions. If the staff is willing to place the cases up on a
table, the ringers can easily lift the bells out for playing. If not,
ringers who celebrate their flexibility can help those less happy
to bend down. Working together always helps.
What happens when a ringer has to miss a rehearsal? This
is something that happens often in retirement communities.
No matter how dedicated their commitment, there will be
emergency situations that take a ringer away from the table.
It is really helpful to develop a community of substitutes. The
ensemble already knows of their individual importance to
the group. They have grown up in a responsible generation.
Together, identify and organize a list of backup residents who
agree to be called upon to occasionally fill in. Try to make each
ringer responsible for finding their own substitute. Otherwise,
by example, help the group develop patience, understanding,
and compassion when experiencing an open position.
Teaching bells to people living in a retirement community is
fun. You’ll learn so much. Try it!
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ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Handbell Musicians of America

NATIONAL SEMINAR

July 12-16, 2016

National Seminar heads east in 2016. Join us in Rochester, New York, July 1216, for our annual event for ALL handbell musicians. Participate in educational
and engaging classes; enjoy performances by some of our best choirs,
ensembles, and soloists; browse and shop through exhibit booths from handbell
publishers, retailers, manufacturers, and more; meet and network with fellow
handbell musicians and develop life-long friendships with those that share your
enthusiasm and passion for our art.

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org

CLASSES

Classes at National Seminar cover all aspects of handbell musicianship: Techniques for treble to bass, solo to
ensemble; beginning to advanced conducting; handbells in worship, education, and special needs populations;
musicality, percussion, and rhythm; managing and building a handbell program; and so much more. Review all
the options below and make your selection before you begin the registration process. Detailed descriptions of
each option are available on our website.
Handbell Musician Certification
Arranging and Composing 2
(Level 3)
Conducting 2
Conducting 3
Handbell Techniques 2
Handbell Techniques 3
Handbells in Education
Handbells in Worship
Handbells with Special Needs
Populations
Music Theory 1 - Test Only
Music Theory 2 - Test Only
Music Theory 3
Composing/Arranging
Arranging for Other Instruments
with Handbells
Director Development
Conducting Basics
Directors Do Too Much
Help! My New Handbell Ringers
Can’t Read Music
Integrating New Ringers
Put Down That Bell
Fun and Games
Folk Dancing, for Fun, Community
(and Learning)
Speed Stacking
Handbell Techniques
Artful Articulations: Beyond Ringing
and Damping
The BASSics
Effective Handbell Weaving
A Fresh Approach to Performing
with Rhythmic Integrity
Handbell Techniques 101
High Bell Techniques
Moving Beyond the BASSics
Percussion 101
Traveling 4-in-hand: Blocking
Strategies
Traveling 4-in-hand: Fundamentals
We Damp Through the Air with the
Greatest of Ease
Weaving at the Speed of Sound
When Left is Right

Handbells in Worship
Handbells in Modern Worship?
Adapting to a New Paradigm
Maintenance
Malmark Maintenance
Schulmerich Maintenance
Whitechapel Maintenance
Musicality
Manipulating the Information
Moving Right Along
Music in Motion
On Being a Creative Artist and the
Composer’s Advocate
Ringing More Musically
What’s My Line?
Musicianship
Leave the Spoons in the Drawer
The Seven Habits of Highly Effective
Handbell Musicians
Presentation
Between the Music
Concert Theming: Planning Events,
Not Just Concerts
The Great Christmas Ringing - Mass
Ringing without the Fuss
Program Development
Behind the Scenes
Building Skills for Level 3 Music
Building Skills for Level 4 & 5 Music
Earn Your Black Belt in Handbells
Small Hands, Big Fun
The Intangibles of Ringing:
Personalities, Leadership and All
That Jazz
Repertoire
Betty Garee: A Life in Music
Unpublished Music Reading Session
Round Tables
Certification Overview
Increasing Community Awareness
The Bell Squad
Solo/Ensemble/Bell Trees
Beginning Solo (Bell Hog Basics)
Intermediate Solo (Eliminating the
Speed Bumps)

Advanced Solo (Make it Look Easy)
Solo Master Class
Beginning Ensemble
Assigning for Ensemble
Bell Trees: In the Beginning
Bell Tree Keyboard 1
Bell Tree Keyboard 2
Bell Trees in Worship, Concert,
School

Clinicians will include
Lee Afdahl
Christine Anderson
Greig Ashurst
Kathy Aspenwall
Brenda Austin
John Behnke
Ron Bellamy
Stevie Berryman
Kathy Briggs
Barbara Brocker
Beth Davidson
Kathy Ebling-Shaw
Michael Glasgow
P.L. Grove
Christian Guebert
Nick Hanson
Neesa Hart
Michael Joy
Beth Judd
Kermit Junkert
Karen Leonard
Blanche Marie Lewis
Bill Mathis
Carolynne Mathis
Renoka McCracken
Linda McKechnie
Barbara Meinke
Daniel Moore
Ed Rollins
Sharon Schmidt
Michele Sharik
Sondra Tucker
Janet Van Valey

TRACKS & All- Star Choir

These options involve cumulative learning over multiple class sessions. Participants should plan to attend all
sessions included in the track. When registering, please make sure you select the track option you choose in each
session it is offered. You are not required to take a track, but if you do, you must attend all sessions of that track.
Balancing Act - Advanced Ringing with Michael Glasgow

Using advanced repertoire and focusing on making music come alive, Michael J.
Glasgow leads ringers through a vast array of music ranging from “light” to “weighty.”
The “lighter” pieces offer opportunities for expressive nuance; and the “heavier”
pieces demand precise, rhythmic ringing. This “full-spectrum” concept was inspired by
Maestro David Davidson and is dedicated to his memory.

Performing with Passion – Intermediate Ringing with
Stevie Berryman

Mastering the mechanics of ringing is great, but that’s only a small part of a magical
performance. Stop trying to impress your audience, and learn how to enchant them
instead! Working through repertoire appropriate for school, worship, or concert, ringers
will learn how to identify those elements that make each piece memorable, and then how
to make them pop. This track will definitely pull you out of your ringing comfort zone, so
come ready to laugh as much as you learn.

Blast from the Past – Intermediate Ringing with Christine Anderson
Handbell arrangements from the past have been forgotten as newer pieces come
along. Blast into the past to enjoy ringing some of the best music from days gone by
in a fun and relaxed environment.

Handbell Directors Boot Camp with Bill and Carolynne Mathis

Designed for anyone who wants a lot of information about leading a handbell
program, this class is a track of five sessions providing a look at handbell pedagogy –
how to teach and inspire your ringers to the best they can be. Topics include rehearsal
techniques, choosing repertoire, working with different levels, ringing musically and
becoming more musical, and more.

Master Class in Massed Ringing Conducting with Beth Judd

Six participants (selected in advance) will conduct in a master class setting designed to
improve skills and techniques required for conducting massed ringing. This five-session
track will include three sessions of conducting, one lecture session, and one review
and additional instruction session. Those who wish to participate as a conductor must
complete a conducting application and submit a video for consideration. Others are
welcome and encouraged to observe all sessions.

All-Star Choir with Kathleen Ebling Shaw

Selected participants will rehearse advanced music and perform that music in a
public concert the final day of National Seminar. Those who wish to participate must
audition on Tuesday, July 12, and must attend all rehearsals if selected. One choir will
be created from those selected at auditions. When registering for the event, those
planning to audition should select a class for the planned All-Star rehearsal sessions in
the event that they are not selected.
NOTE: Those accepted in the All-Star Choir and those participants in tracks with listed repertoire are expected to purchase
and prepare music in advance of the event. Track participants will be given a ringing assignment in May 2016. See website
for track and All-Star Choir repertoire.

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org

D I S T I N C T LY T E E N
Distinctly Teen is designed for individual young ringers (8th-12th grade) who wish to stretch their ringing skills and
challenge their musicianship. Participants will spend 2 ½ days working on intermediate to advanced repertoire and
developing skills in handbell technique and general musicianship under the leadership of Margi Zearley. The event
schedule will combine dedicated rehearsal time for Distinctly Teen with the opportunity to attend classes offered as
part of the Handbell Musicians of America National Seminar. Plus, attendees who register by March 15 will get to help
choose a pop tune that will be specially arranged for the Distinctly Teen ensemble by arranger Nick Hanson.
Margi Zearley has ringing experience with groups from
elementary age through senior citizens and has done solo/
ensemble ringing. Margi received her BS in music education from
Pennsylvania State University and her MM in choral conducting
from the University of Arizona. She has three levels of Orff
certification, and her teaching experience includes K–12, general
music, strings, and choral education in Maryland and Arizona.
She founded and served as artistic director of Sonoran Bells,
a community handbell ensemble in Tucson, Arizona. She has
completed coursework at Concordia Lutheran Wisconsin School
of Music and participated in Handbell Musicians of America
Master Class with Dr. William Payn. She has participated in
Distinctly Bronze East and West and toured Italy with Bells in
Motion. She received the O.M. Hartsell award for Excellence in
Music Education from the Arizona Music Educators Association
and has served as festival planner/organizer, workshop clinician,
and conductor for local, area, and national events for AGO, AMEA,
and Handbell Musicians of America. Currently, Margi teaches
general music in the Marana School District.

Full Details, including Repertoire,
Schedules, and
Registration are available at

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org

V E N U E & LO D G I N G

Event activities for National Seminar 2016 will be shared between the Rochester Riverside Convention
Center (RRCC) and the Hyatt Regency Rochester. The convention center will host our HIC Exhibits, concert
performances, registration, and most classes. The remaining classes, Distinctly Teen, and All-Star choir will be
hosted at the Hyatt Regency which is also our official hotel.
Convention Center Highlights
•

Located in the heart of downtown Rochester on the banks for the Genesee River

•

Connected to Hyatt Regency via sky
bridge

•

Ample garage parking available and accessible via enclosed walkways

Hotel Highlights
•

Scene on Main in-house restaurant and a
24-hour Grab and Go kiosk for sandwiches
and snacks

•

Complimentary in-room wireless internet
access

•

Complimentary hotel shuttle service to and
from airport, train station, and bus stations

•

Glass-enclosed indoor pool and whirlpool
with skylight and outdoor sundeck

•

24-hour Hyatt StayFit gym

•

Business Center

•

Onsite Laundry and Drycleaning

•

Valet or adjacent garage parking

•

Jogging and walking paths along the
nearby Genesee River

•

Within walking distance to numerous offsite dining options in downtown Rochester

We have secured special rates for
attendees of National Seminar 2016
Single/Double
Standard
One Bedroom
Suite

$133/night plus tax (14%)
$299/night plus tax (14%)

Your room is your refuge from the world outside.
Here, you’re free to unwind while you prep for the
day ahead or gaze out over Rochester while enjoying
every afforded comfort. Choose from hotel rooms
that speak to your own personal style, whether you
want to relax in our most spacious room or get right
down to business. Hyatt Regency Rochester offers
the perfect range of lodging options to cater to your
ideal escape, accommodations that are all about you.

To receive the group rate, make your reservations by
following this link https://resweb.passkey.com/go/
Handbell2016. You may also call 1-888-421-1442 and ask
for rooms in the Handbell Musicians of America block.
To ensure the event rate, please make your
reservations before June 12, 2016.

All rates include in-room Internet access. Rates will be offered three days before and three days after the event dates,
based on availability. There is an additional charge of $20 per person per night for each guest over two in a room.
HOTEL SURCHARGE: To ensure that we are able to meet the room block required by the Hyatt Regency Rochester, registrants who opt for alternate lodging are
required to pay an additional surcharge of $150.00. This surcharge does not apply to registrants with a home address within a 60-mile radius of the event site.
Lodging requirements will be confirmed using a rooming list of reservations provided by the Hyatt Regency.

PERFORMANCES

Back Bay Ringers

Christine Anderson

Philadelphia Handbell Ensemble

Barbara Brocker and Friends

Forte

Three Rivers Ringers

Find Complete Concert
Schedule at

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org
Westminster Ringers

HANDBELL INDUSTRY
COUNCIL
The Handbell Industry Council (HIC) represents
handbell manufacturers, retailers, publishers, and
other companies that support handbell musicians.
HIC coordinates vendor exhibits during the event
which offer attendees the opportunity to browse
and purchase products and services for their
handbell program. In addition, HIC schedules
Showcase sessions where individual businesses
offer 75-minute informative presentations,
reading sessions, and mini-concerts featuring their
products and publications.
New at National Seminar 2016 is the HIC Open
House Extravaganza on Thursday night. Join HIC
for a fun evening filled with games, activities, food,
and prizes.

R E G I S T R AT I O N
Full event registration includes

Registration Fees

• All Concerts

Before May 15

• Welcome Reception
• Opening Banquet
• Closing Reception

After May 15

Full

$400

$475

Daily

$150/day*

$180/day*

*no meals provided with daily registrations

• Classes and Tracks
• Downloadable Class Notes
• Access to HIC Exhibits
• Access to our Mobile Event App
• Registrant Packet with all
Associated Materials

Find Complete Registration Information and Policies at

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org

Queen City Bronze members review the basics of the handchime and how to ring it

Dreams and Success
Cincinnati community group brings the joy of making
music to blind students
In June of 2015, Queen City Bronze, a Cincinnati community ensemble, presented a workshop on music and
handbells for the Clovernook Center for the Blind and
Visually Impaired as part of the center’s Discovery Camp of
Dreams and Success. This summer program for youth ages
8–22 offers several weeks of activities provided by program
staff and area artists, musicians, and business professionals.
The program is made possible through generous community
support in the Greater Cincinnati area.
O V E R T O N E S
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This opportunity came to Queen City Bronze from an audience member at one of our concerts. We regularly perform at
the Boone County Public Library in Northern Kentucky. They
have a wonderful free concert series for area residents, and we’ve
become a favorite on that series each year. After our holiday
concert there in December of 2014, we were approached by
one of the administrators of Clovernook, who had just happened to be in the audience. She thought the kids involved in
their summer program would enjoy a workshop with us and
asked us to consider the opportunity.
The camp administrator asked us to talk about bells; including how sound is produced, how we play them, and other
general information, as well as anything else we thought the
kids would enjoy. Once we settled on a date for the workshop,
she shared that our students would be aged 13–22, would have
a wide range of visual ability, and that some would have other
physical challenges and disabilities.
We had never done anything like this, and no one in our
group had any experience in working with the blind. However,
we do have a couple of teachers in our group, one with a focus
in special education and another who has taught general music
to elementary and middle-school students. We also referred to
an article in the March/April 2009 issue of Overtones about the
handbell choir at the Perkins School for the Blind. Using these
resources, plus some ideas from other members of the group,
we worked to develop an outline for a 90-minute workshop.
Throughout the development process, we considered the
following:
• Those who are visually impaired often have above average
ability in other senses, such as hearing and touch. How
might this affect our plans?
• What activities would highlight their strengths and make
the experience a positive one for them?
• How would we need to change our normal teaching methods to adapt to their physical challenges?
• What tools would we need to implement our plans?
• What strengths and abilities within our own group could
we call on to make this a successful event?
In answering these questions, and considering what the
administrators requested, we came up with our program. Five
of us were available to present the weekday morning workshop—three ringing members, our director, and one non-ringing board member who is the music teacher of the group. We
decided to use chimes for all the hands-on playing exercises and
to bring just one-octave of bells for demonstration purposes.
We started with a brief presentation on the history of
handbells, describing their development from change ringing
in the U.K. to their arrival in the U.S. We then discussed the
mechanics of the instrument, including the different parts of
the bell, how sound is produced, and the concept of overtones.
We included information about handchimes and their relationship to handbells. Throughout this discussion, we had other
members or our teaching team move among the students with
bells and chimes for them to touch so they could experience the
lecture on multiple levels. We then gave a short performance to
demonstrate what music sounds like on handbells. With four of

us there who ring, we played a couple of 12-bells arrangements
as a quartet.
Next, we did a listening/ear training exercise. This included
randomly passing out chimes to the students in the group, one
per student. We found that some in the group had additional
disabilities, making it difficult to grasp and hold the chime.
In those cases, we assigned helpers to these students to assist
them in getting a sound from the instrument. Then, our music

Explaining the “Color Rhythms” exercise.

teacher led them through an exercise of playing a series of notes
and having the class put them in order by pitch. We had them
line up in order for a major scale—listening to each person ring
their chime, and placing them by the pitch they heard. Once
everyone was in order, we had them play the scale up and down
a few times. The students loved this exercise. Their hearing ability was far beyond many sighted people and they enjoyed the
process of identifying the relative placement of each note.
Then we played chords and rhythms. This was led by our
special education teacher (one of our ringing members.) We
O V E R T O N E S
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used the Color Rhythms exercise from Kirtsy Mitchel’s Beginning Busy Ringers. This exercise assigns color names to represent
different rhythms. In addition, she creates a simple chord progression moving up a C major scale, dividing the exercise into
eight lines. You can find and use this exercise in this month’s
“Tips & Tools” on page 26.
To teach the exercise, we broke the students into four groups,
giving each the chimes they would need to cover two of the
eight lines in the progression. Again, each student started with
one chime. Those that improved quickly were given a second
note. We taught each group their part individually, then brought
them all together to play the whole exercise as one, speaking the
color names as we played. Through this process, we taught the
concept of the importance of each person in the group and each
subset to the larger goal. Students quickly developed comradery
with their teammates and had a lot of fun waiting for their turn
to play when everyone came together.
We followed this with another listening exercise. Our music
teacher was back in the lead again to take the students through
some interval training. He related different intervals to songs the
students knew in order to teach them how to identify the interval.
We played and sang a song together. We chose “Twinkle,
Twinkle Little Star” from Beginning Busy Ringers. We took
Kirtsy’s exercise, enlarged it, and attached it to poster board

so the aids working with the students could see it around the
room. The lesson showed the chordal accompaniment for the
song using note letter names. It used six chords, so we divided
the students into groups again based on the chords. Then, we
slowly took them through the song, teaching them which chords
should play on each word of the song. Finally, we had them play
and sing through the song a few times. Again, students enjoyed
accomplishing the end result, cheering each other when we
reached the end.
Throughout the experience, we were struck by how eager
the students were to learn music. They asked a lot of questions
about what music Queen City Bronze plays and wanted to learn
more about our group. The listening activities highlighted their
strengths and abilities. Even those who had physical challenges
with the ringing motion overcame that challenge through their
understanding of the sound that would be generated and when
it should occur. Their visual impairment led to greater acuity
in their hearing ability. Watching the students tilt their head to
listen to each new sound and overtone was a delight.
Queen City Bronze was honored to be part of this amazing
program at the Clovernook Center for the Blind and Visually
Impaired, and we hope to have more opportunities to share the
music of handbells and handchimes at future summer workshops.

Build on your handbell education
through our LIVE WEBINARS and
self-guided MULTI-WEEK COURSES
designed and led by
experts in the handbell community.

Learn more at
academy.HandbellMusicians.org
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events CALENDAR
GUILD SPONSORED and ENDORSED EVENTS

To be listed (space permitting), all event forms must be received in the national office at least six to twelve months in advance. The events
listed below are approved Handbell Musicians of America sponsored and endorsed events. This listing, along with website and email contact information, is also available on our website at www.HandbellMusicians.org.
DATE

AREA

EVENT

LOCATION

CLINICIAN

CONTACT

5/17, '16

1

Boston Handbell Festival

Boston,MA

Michael Joy

Donna Matson, 914-844-3580

5/21, '16

1

Ringing Skills Workshop

Wilbraham,PA

Clinician - Merrimack Valley Ringers

Karen Leonard, 978-256-8404

5/24, '16

12

Washoe County School District - Young Ringers Workshop

Reno,NV

Barb Walsh

Deborah Vaughan, 775-851-5600

6/4, '16

8

Spring Sight Reading Session

Willmette,IL

Phil Roberts

Benjamin Hafner, 630-696-6929

6/9-12, '16

11

Area 11 Festival/Conference

Cheyenne,WY

Hart Morris, Timbre

Jeannine Holt, 719-439-7954

6/16-19, '16

12

Area 12 Festival Conference - 2016; "The Handbell Hop"

Modesto,CA

Michael Glasgow, Kimberlee Strepka

Tessique Houston, 925-687-7159

6/16-19, '16

7

Area 7 Festival Conference

Sioux Falls,SD

Amy Maakestad, Kathleen Wissinger, Sandy
Mullaney, John Behnke

Alanna Teragawa, 612-819-5778

6/22-25, '16

8

2016 Area 8 Festival/Conference Ring in the Land of Lincoln

Springfield,IL

Michael Helman, Monica McGowan, Cathy
Moklebust

Patrick Gagnon, 641-373-2972

6/23-26, '16

1

Friends and Family Handbell Camp

Ocean Park,ME

David Warfield, Larry Berdensey, Robin Martelle Dan Moore, 401-316-9796

6/26-3, '16

9

Summit 2016

TX

Stephanie Rhoades

Ruth Seiwell, 979-236-4736

7/10-14, '16

8

Intergenerational Handbell Camp

Parkville,MO

Gail Joslin, Kathy Ford, Lauren Delancy, Janet
Carter

Janet Carter, 913-710-2744

8/13, '16

9

Oh, Say You Can Be. . .

Arlington,TX

multiple conductors

Dellinda Ebeling, 806-777-0435

8/13, '16

9

August Adventure

Houston,TX

John Behnke

Margaret Bremer, 832-722-5200

8/19-20, '16

3

Directors Seminar

Frederick,MD

Sandy Mullaney

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482.

8/20, '16

4

Handbell Workshop by Golden Bells of Atlanta

Douglasville,GA

Roxanne Golden

Roxanne Golden, 706-268-3912

9/17, '16

9

Not Just Another Workshop

Owasso,OK

Oklahoma City Handbell Ensemble Artists

Jeremy Springer, 405-757-4643

10/1, '16

3

Ringers Workshop

Mt. Airy,MD

Larry Henning, Debbie Henning, Laura Baker

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482

10/14-16, '16

10

Coppers' Classic

Vancouver,WA

Ellie Hodder

Diane Barnes, 541-324-0404

10/15, '16

9

Not Just Another workshop

Oklahoma City,OK

Oklahoma City Handbell Ensemble Artists

Jeremy Springer, 405-757-4643

10/22, '16

12

Redding Handbell Festival

Redding,CA

Shosh Meyer, Barb Walsh, Mary Balkow, Mel
Tully, Christine Anderson

Nancy Schmitt, 530-275-4770

10/29, '16

4

Central Florida Ringers Workshop

Orlando,FL

Jane Wright

Scott Beck, 269-330-2317

10/29, '16

5

Area 5 Fall 2016 Ringing Workshop - Indiana

Indianapolis,IN

Jeff Doebler

Lindsey Horty, 502-727-9091

11/4-5, '16

3

Capital Area Handbell Festival

Raleigh,NC

Hart Morris

Nancy Ritter, 919-847-7574

11/4-6, '16

4

Youth Handbell Festival

Rincon,GA

Tim Waugh

Connie Bazemore, 912-754-9242

11/11-12, '16

3

discoveRING YOUTH

Chesapeake,VA

Margi Zearley

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482

11/12, '16

3

Mid-Carolinas Handbell Festival

Charlotte,NC

Christine Anderson

Nadja Sefcik-Earl, 704-650-3549

3/10-11, '17

5

Area 5 Spring 2017 Festival - Covington, KY

Covington,KY

David Weck

Susan Oxley, 317-498-4293

4/28-29, '17

5

Area 5 Spring 2017 Festival - Lansing, MI

Lansing,MI

David Weck

Susan Oxley, 317-498-4293

NATIONAL EVENTS
Jul 12-16, ‘16

National Seminar 2016

Rochester, NY

National Office

937-438-0085

Jul 14-16, ‘16

Distinctly Teen 2016

Rochester, NY

National Office

937-438-0085

7/16, ‘16

Notation Conference

Rochester, NY

National Office

937-438-0085

7/26-30, ‘16

17th International Handbell Symposium

Vancouver, Canada

10/6-9, ‘16

Distinctly Bronze East

New Bern, NC

National Office

937-438-0085

7/11-15, ‘17

National Seminar 2017

Anaheim, CA

National Office

937-438-0085

7/13-15, ‘17

Distinctly Teen 2017

Anaheim, CA

National Office

937-438-0085
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handbell musicians ROUNDTABLE
Coordinated by Stephanie Wiltse

Making Musical Rehearsals

Our most recent topic was “Basics for Workable Rehearsals.” We discussed some of the most basic aspects of rehearsals,
such as time and place and other physical and logistical details. This month we expand on the subject with “Making
Musical Rehearsals” to address some of the more musical aspects of getting music learned, developing technique and
ensemble along the way.
This Month’s Participants
Linda Krantz of Glendale, California, is
president and a founding (ringing) member of
L.A. Bronze, a community-based ensemble that
performs in the greater
Los Angeles area. She is also widely
known as a solo handbell artist.
Alan Lohr of Taylors,
South Carolina, directs
Carolina Bronze, a community ensemble, and
the handbell choirs at
Bob Jones University
in Greenville. He is the
handbell editor for Soundforth, a division
of the Lorenz Corporation, and has been
involved with the Guild in several different capacities.
Beth Mays is the
handbell director at
Westchester United
Methodist Church in
Los Angeles, California.
She recently completed
her master of music in
conducting and handbell performance at
Azusa Pacific University.
Colin Walker is director
of handbells at Cross of
Christ Lutheran Church
in Bellevue, Washington, and the managing
director of Emerald City
Ringers.
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Usually a group walks in eager to socialize and catch up with each other.
What are some ways of getting the group to focus before beginning to
ring? Is there any planned social time within or outside the context of the
rehearsal?
LINDA: Our setup occurs prior to rehearsal, and we have a rotating setup
crew for that purpose. There is definitely a bit of socializing that goes on during that time! It is a stated expectation that the ringers are to be ready to ring
at the stroke of the beginning of our rehearsal time. We break for 15 minutes
(our rehearsals are three hours long) for snacks, updates on upcoming events,
and a bit of socializing.
ALAN: (Community Group) As the group comes to rehearsal, their first
duties are to get bells and equipment set up. During this time, there is a lot
of socializing and catching up on the week. There is also time during a break
midway through the rehearsal to socialize. Rehearsal order is posted on a
white board and when it is time to start, we begin.
(School Group) Since this is a school group and during the regular school
day, there is not much time for socialization during our rehearsal time. Rehearsal order is posted, announcements are made, and we start our rehearsal.
BETH: I have scheduled my rehearsals weekly after Sunday worship. Traditionally we have a coffee fellowship following our worship, and my ringers
know that they have some time then to socialize and get caught up. By the
time our rehearsal begins (a half hour after worship) they have already done
most of their socializing. We sometimes take a minute or two at the beginning of rehearsal to inform each other of major life events, but as soon as it’s
time to ring, they settle right down into the music. If there are any birthdays
in my group, I have a ringer who brings a baked dessert of some kind, and
we all enjoy sharing it after rehearsal.
COLIN: This is something I struggle with all the time. I tend to encourage some socialization before rehearsal, even to the point of occasionally
starting a few minutes late if I feel like the conversation is germane to building stronger bonds within the group. My tolerance is usually around three to
five minutes…after that, it’s time to turn to the music and start rehearsing.
We have talked about social events in both my church group and the
community group I ring in, but it’s so hard to get critical mass when you’re
dealing with 15–20 already over-committed musicians.
What are some strategies used when introducing a new piece of music?
LINDA: Alex Guebert, our conductor, uses a variety of methods, but my
favorite is when he tackles a difficult section first, or one that repeats several
times throughout the course of the music. We practice sections of music
more often than just straight run-throughs. Those don’t occur until we are
close to performance time.
ALAN: (Community) At the beginning of the season, each ringer is given
their own copy of the music. At the first rehearsal, we have a read-through to

introduce them to music. After that, final position assignments
are made and each member is responsible to work on their
own. At rehearsal, our goal is not to spend time on learning
notes, but on learning the music. We typically work on sections
that are specifically “tricky” as a group.
(School) With the school group, position assignments are
made. We discuss specific spots that may be difficult and where
sections of the music mirror other sections. After that, we usually try one initial read-through before earnestly learning the
piece.
BETH: When I first took over the group, they were in
the habit of highlighting all their notes in bright colors, even
though most of them read music just fine. It had become
longstanding tradition. One of the first changes I implemented
was allowing them to mark their music however they wanted,
but only in pencil. The problem was they often tried to take
rehearsal time to mark their music. So I implemented a policy
where I give them a new piece a week in advance, and then
they have a week to mark whatever they want. If they don’t
choose to or forget, that’s on them.
The first time we ring a piece through, I first talk them
through the roadmap of the work. This includes pointing out
the time signatures, key signatures, and any changes of those
two things. I also point out tempo changes and articulations
(make sure they have mallets and things like that). Then we
read through the whole thing without stopping to get an
overall sense of the work. If the piece has particularly complex
rhythms, I might do a rhythm game first so they are familiar
with what’s going on, especially if it’s a recurring motif.
COLIN: This largely depends on the piece of music. For a
more advanced piece, we’ll listen to a recording, talk through
key sections of the piece, discuss where I’m going to play with
the tempo a bit, and then sight read it. On other pieces, I’ll
give ringers their music, their assignments, and give them a
downbeat.
A positive introduction to the music begins with my score
study, and also ensuring the ability levels of the musicians
match their assignments. When I give someone a stretch assignment, I’ll generally prep them when I give them their music.
Saying “hey, just as a heads-up—you’re in position 11 and you
get to double in the second half of the piece, but don’t worry…
it’s an easy assignment” is better than them coming across high
treble doubling during an initial run-through.
Whenever possible, I encourage folks to go to YouTube to
find videos of other groups performing pieces we are rehearsing. When we played “Rondo Passacaglia” a year ago, folks were
regularly comparing notes on their favorite parts of different
performance videos. When that happens, I know they’re engaged with the music.

Editor’s Note: Opinions in the Handbell Musicians Roundtable
are those of the participants and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of Handbell Musicians of America, its staff, or its board of
directors.

What are some strategies for polishing a piece of music
that’s already pretty much learned? What are some effective
ways of working on musicality within a piece?
LINDA: I like that our conductor continues to push us on
our musicality, and it is certainly one of our main objectives to
play everything at a high musical level. If we have mastered one
thing, he moves on to the next level. Even the small things, like
striving to strike our chords perfectly together, accenting notes
where appropriate, and putting together the beautiful ebb and
flow of phrasing, matter to us. We recycle music regularly, so
Alex always brings something fresh to the music. Some specific
methods include breathing together to strike a chord perfectly
together, practicing a “strong-weak-weak” rhythm, and adding
movement to crescendos/decrescendos.
ALAN: (Community) We typically work on sections of the
music that are giving us difficulty (working before and after
each section as well). This group is made up of good musicians,
so phrasing and expressions are worked on together as a group.
They even watch the conductor (most of the time)!
(School) We sometimes sing the section (melodic) for phrasing, dynamics, etc. This helps with their accuracy in the rhythm
and also helps with how they phrase and listen to the pieces as
a whole. Usually, on a piece that we know fairly well, we will
first work on the difficult sections before reading through the
entire piece.
BETH: In terms of musicality, I emphasize dynamics right
from the beginning. My group doesn’t learn notes and then
learn musicality. They learn the two together, and I demand
they play with musicality even when sight-reading.
I often ask them to identify their roles in the music as we
work on different sections. For example, do you know if you
are melody or accompaniment in a particular measure? What
style should you be using for a particular section? (Lyrical,
march-like, etc.) I’ll ask them what emotions or images they
want to convey and ask what they need to do to achieve that.
The advantage I have found with this approach is that the ringers take a lot of ownership of the piece rather than just being
dictated to in terms of style. It becomes a very collaborative
process without losing any respect for the director.
One thing I also do, especially the rehearsal before a performance, is have my ringers play the piece cold without warm up.
I call these recovery run-throughs. Often handbell choirs do not
warm up and immediately play their music. They typically warm
up and then have an hour or two before their piece comes up
in the worship service or the concert. That means they need the
ability to walk up to the table without having played the piece
and then present it with as much perfection as possible. I make
my ringers walk away from the table, stretch, tell jokes, and get
them very distracted for a couple minutes during dress rehearsals. Then they have to come back to the table and play the pieces
start to finish without any stops. This forces them to play in the
conditions that they will be in during a concert as well as practicing any recovery skills that may be necessary. I have found that
when the group realizes they can just play the piece on a moment’s notice (even if it’s not totally perfect), it gives them a lot
of confidence in their ability to perform.
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COLIN: Once we’ve effectively learned the notes on the
page, we can start playing the music. I think a common failing
is not allowing enough rehearsal time on any given piece, which
lands mostly on me as a director. That being said, the work on
musicality goes back to the group’s initial introduction to the
piece and my articulation of how I am going to interpret different sections.
Some of this comes through tempo and dynamics, and some
of it comes through use of different timbres and textures. For
example, we spent around one fourth of one of our rehearsals
experimenting with various sounds (a melodic line on “Silver Melody Bells” alone, doubled with chimes, doubled with
chimes an octave higher, etc.) on a piece we performed during
Lent. Figuring out which bells we’re going to use to ring a particular section has to come early in the process and contributes
to our ability to truly play the music.
How are techniques and skill-building incorporated into the
rehearsal process?
LINDA: Because our conductor is a skilled handbell musician himself, he knows how to describe the technique appropriate for the sound he is seeking. Because he is a percussionist, I
am especially appreciating the finer malleting techniques I am
acquiring due to his teaching.
ALAN: (Community) Stopping and working on bell
changes, techniques, and rhythms are done within the rehearsal
context with the music. I don’t use separate exercises with this
group. If there are ways that I think can help facilitate the
execution of a section, I will offer suggestions. But with this
group, they usually are able to work together to make a section
executable.
(School) At times, I will extract sections from the music
for an exercise, prior to them seeing the music. Then, when
the music is introduced, they already know parts of the difficult sections from the exercises. Since I often get ringers from
pre-college groups, I often spend time “correcting” ringing
techniques. Actually, I am just encouraging them to execute
techniques in the same way, without the variations that may
come from other groups.
BETH: When we have a piece that requires a specific skill, I
will spend some time working with the group on that particular
skill and then play the piece that requires it. Sometimes I have
rehearsals where I have multiple ringers missing due to life.
Instead of canceling or rescheduling those rehearsals, I often
do a “workshop” rehearsal with the rest of the group to focus
on a specific skill. At the beginning of each season, I have the
ringers give me a list of the things they want to improve: four
in hand, articulations, bell tree, etc. These workshop rehearsals
give me an opportunity to work with my ringers in depth on
these skills.
COLIN: Not nearly enough. Most of this comes through
bell assigning and instruction when I see mistakes. If we have a
piece with a lot of stopped sounds, we’ll spend some time practicing how to avoid mart-splats, how to get thumb damps even
and crisp, appropriate malleting technique, and how not to
pluck a bell. I try to give members of my ensemble an opportunity to stretch their skills whenever possible, so I will give them
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tricky parts if I think it will help them grow as musicians.
Can you estimate how much of the rehearsal is spent playing
music and how much is spent with the director talking? How
often does the group stop and start versus playing a piece
straight through?
LINDA: That’s a good question, and it depends on where
we are in the rehearsal process. At the beginning of a season,
there is more talking, since sharing is being organized between
ringers. However, we do have a policy to “stop and listen”
when the conductor stops. We only rehearse twice a month, so
rehearsal time is quite precious! Our conductor is quite good
about not talking too much—I would estimate that he “talks”
somewhere around 10–12 minutes in a three-hour rehearsal.
ALAN: (Community) Most of the rehearsal time is spent
in rehearsing the music, with as little commentary from me as
the director as possible. We start and stop a lot. Often, as we
rehearse, the piece is usually stop and start without playing it
all the way through. After a couple of rehearsals, we will play
through a piece and then go back and “fix” spots.
(School) A little more commentary is given with this group
since I am also training them to work together in a short
amount of precious rehearsal time. Once we start getting a
piece learned better, commentary is often given as they play.
BETH: You got me! I talk a lot as a director. It’s something
I’ve been trying to work on. But I also see my church handbell
group as a worship entity, not just a performance ensemble, so
I feel it’s important for us all to bond and know what’s going
on with each other. In terms of working on sections versus runthroughs, I always plan for my group to have full run-throughs
of a piece at least two or three times before we perform anything. In a dress rehearsal, I also make sure to take a few
minutes to give ringers a chance to work on anything they need
to. For example, my CD6 ringer may need to work a page turn.
And then my GA4 ringer may need to work a key change. We
go through these things at the end of the polishing process and
then do a final recovery run-through.
COLIN: How we progress through a piece depends on
where we are in the rehearsal cycle, and what needs work.
For our first one or two run-throughs, we’ll generally power
through with minimal stopping so I can get an idea of where
we will need to spend more time in subsequent weeks. At most
subsequent rehearsals, I will start our rehearsal on the piece
in the most difficult section, the one we worked on most the
previous week, or toward the end.
We spend very little time just going straight through the
piece. I’ve found that going through and addressing the trouble
spots lets us get the note-learning phase behind us as quickly
as possible. It’s a balance, though—the full run-throughs are
important to the group as they look for those landmarks in the
piece and prepare for disaster recovery.
Early in the rehearsal cycle, I will spend more time talking
through the piece, discussing what I plan to do with tempo and
dynamics, and how I’d like people to approach various sections.
As we progress, I talk less, and we ring more. The balance also
depends on the group…some years the group has needed much
more guidance than other years.

Are there ground rules for your rehearsal, such as asking questions, making suggestions, time spent working out sharing,
marking music, and other things that take time away from
playing?
LINDA: We don’t have any specific “ground rules,” but because we are usually working on 8–10 pieces at each rehearsal,
we are moving quickly. Alex will stop briefly for marking and
working out specific sharing, but often we try to work those
out outside of rehearsal time. Probably our only ground rule
would be “when Alex stops, you stop, don’t talk, listen!”
ALAN: (Community) Suggestions from this group are
freely given, but they are very courteous in how they present
it. Once we work on a piece a little, I usually stop, and they
begin to work on marking music and working out bell sharing. This group is very task-oriented. If I see them still working
on something in the music, I will usually wait until they are
close to wrapping it up before beginning again. As the season
progresses, there is less and less of this.
(School) With this group, I stop and instruct them to mark
the music (bell changes, etc.) and to figure out sharing and
other things of execution. I usually monitor the time on this so
there is not a lot of missed rehearsing time.
BETH: We don’t have any formal time for that, but I try to
make sure my ringers always have a few minutes to work out
these things whenever they need to. However, I do not allow
them to mark music at rehearsal. They need to do that on their
own (it takes way too much time during rehearsal). Questions
are always encouraged and they typically are asked and answered fairly efficiently.
COLIN: My approach has been to address this as needed.
Some years, we have a chatty group that goes way off topic
and has little focus. Other years, with this year being a prime
example, we have a group that maintains a good level of focus
and is self-policing. The years that we have trouble with our
focus, I will generally have us spend one rehearsal going over
group expectations, upcoming schedules, and going over my
goals for the group for the year. Some years, I’ve had folks sign
a covenant which essentially codifies the group’s norms and
expectations.
The one thing that irks me the most is when someone asks
me a question and someone else answers. One of the first items
we’ve had on the covenant in the past is “there is only one
director.” When this has become an issue in the past, the group
actually has been fairly good at self-policing.
I have a fairly healthy tolerance of anything that helps
contribute to the musicians’ ability to effectively play a piece, so
I support them working out sharing bells and discussing other
things germane to the music. Music marking shouldn’t happen during rehearsal, though—it needs to happen outside of
rehearsal, and needs to be such that every note that needs to be
played gets played musically.
Do your ringers work on music outside of rehearsal? What are
some things they can do outside of rehearsal to come to the
next rehearsal more prepared?
LINDA: Because our rehearsal time is so limited, it is a

stated expectation that our musicians learn their music ahead
of rehearsal time. Most have access to handbells, and some live
close enough to each other to practice together. The Monday
before a stated rehearsal date, I send out an email with the
order of rehearsal (among other things). This way the musicians
know what music they should focus on that week, and the
music is organized in their notebooks in the order we expect to
rehearse them.
ALAN: (Community) In theory, they work on this outside
of rehearsal since they all have their own copies. In actuality,
I can usually tell if they have worked on it alone. Since most
do not have access to bells outside of rehearsal, they can work
on muscle memory by tapping on a table, playing airbells, or
using empty water bottles. Most of our music is published, so
I encourage them to go online and listen to the demos so they
can start getting an idea of the end result.
(School) I am working with students who do not have access
to the bells outside of the rehearsal. I do put the demo recordings on our intranet site, so they can hear the pieces. If the
student is really motivated, we can arrange for them to come
and practice on their own.
BETH: My ringers do sometimes. All my ringers know they
have access to bells when they need them. About half work on
their own, usually right before a big concert or a big event. I
also have some people in my group who like to do duets and
solos, so they do that work on their own. I try to be around to
coach them if they want, but most of the work they do themselves.
COLIN: Outside preparation is both a blessing and a curse.
I absolutely love it when my ringers listen to recordings, find
videos, and immerse themselves in a new piece. That says to
me that I must be doing a good job at music selection—an
engaged ringer is not bored. I actually have a few ringers who
will take bells home and practice their parts, which I both
encourage and support (and I have even been known to deliver
bells mid-week).
Several of my ringers, however, spend a great deal of time
meticulously highlighting every single note. That tunnel vision
has always frustrated me. By highlighting, they are effectively
erasing every other note from the page, which has become a
significant barrier to our work on musicality in some cases. The
focus on colored dots on the page makes it more difficult for
them to hear the music. I want them to play the music, not the
notes.
How would you describe the tone of your rehearsals? Organized? Relaxed? Tense? Positive? Fun? What makes you want to
come back every week?
LINDA: Well, sometimes all of the above! We certainly
shoot for “organized,” and we strive for “positive” and “fun,”
but occasionally (really, rarely) have “tense.” Ringers come
with baggage sometimes, and we just have to roll with it. Our
group is incredibly harmonious; we really enjoy making music
together. I am personally invested in this group, because it is
my “dream become reality.” There are times when I would just
as soon sit home in my jammies, but never, ever do I walk away
from rehearsal thinking, “I wish I hadn’t come.” I am energized
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and exhausted, all at the same time, at the end of a rehearsal.
I don’t know what I’d do without this lovely group of people,
making beautiful music together.
ALAN: (Community) I guess the tone of the rehearsal
depends on where we are in the season. I would like to say it
is organized, positive, enjoyable, and focused. Fun is relative.
When I tell them this piece is fun, they immediately think,
“Oh, this is going to be hard.” I come back because this is a
great group of musicians that make it enjoyable to make music
together. We can accomplish things that were difficult for us
earlier in our playing. When we have a good performance, it
reminds us that all our group efforts have been worthwhile.
(School) Once they audition and sign up for the group,
they are in for the semester and they have to come back! We
rehearse twice a week for a total of 90 minutes and put together
a Christmas program and spring recital along with other “stuff”
that comes along. We have a lot of music to learn in a very
little amount of time. Our rehearsals are organized, positive,
and demanding. I am not a tense person, but they tell me that I
become more “focused” as we approach a performance!
BETH: I feel our rehearsals are pretty fun and positive. My
group is a church group, so I don’t try to treat them like a paid
ensemble. I try to be understanding that they have obligations and demands outside of bells. On the other hand, I have
emphasized to them many times about the need for everyone
to be present to make the ensemble work. If the group respects
their schedule, they need to also respect the schedule of the
group and let me know any conflicts in advance. We do a lot of
laughing in our rehearsals, but we also play a lot of music.
COLIN: My goal is to have as organized of a rehearsal as
possible, keeping things light and fun, but also focused on the
common goal of making music. I try to keep as positive of an
attitude about the music as possible, because that extends to the
members of the ensemble. When it’s time to focus, though, it’s
time to focus. If things aren’t going well a few weeks before we
are scheduled to perform the piece, I will set a different tone
and will have little tolerance for extraneous chit-chat and lack
of attention to detail.
The thing that keeps me coming back every week is having
the opportunity to work with the world’s best ensemble. My
ringers are great…we learn a lot from each other, usually make
beautiful music, and have a lot of fun doing it. The great thing
about handbells is that nearly anyone can play them. I’m not
snooty when it comes to who can ring in my ensemble…if
you can count to four (or seven) and can pick a couple of dots
off of a page, I’ll teach you. I have had people who have never
been engaged with a music ministry at the church come to ring
handbells and absolutely shine. It’s such a low-barrier instrument, and it can introduce self-proclaimed non-musicians to
the joys of performing in an ensemble.
Please include any other thoughts you might like to share on
this subject.
LINDA: As a ringer, I truly appreciate a well-run, thoughtful rehearsal. Our conductor arrives well prepared with a plan
of what he wishes to accomplish and a method to achieve it.
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Because we are always working towards an end-goal (specific
performances), we are able to stay focused towards that end.
ALAN: In thinking about rehearsals: As a director, you have
to have a plan for each rehearsal time. Don’t walk in and “play
it by ear.” Have a goal and purpose that you want to achieve
for each piece and the rehearsal as a whole. Study your scores,
know your music. Actually by the time we hit a performance,
you should pretty much have your music memorized and could
conduct without any score in front of you. Your goal is to have
your groups feel that confident with the music as well (even
though it doesn’t always happen).
BETH: One thing I know people are always asking about
is attendance and how to fix attendance issues. I implemented
a two-set process with my choir that has helped a lot. I keep
a calendar next to the bell closet. If a person knows they will
have a conflict on a rehearsal date, they can sign their name on
the calendar on that date. This lets me know in advance that
they will be gone, and I don’t have to keep a large list of emails
and try to track things independently. It’s all in one place, and
if one of my ringers doesn’t show up, I can check my calendar.
Also, I can schedule things when my ringers are available rather
than finding out last minute that they aren’t.
Also, I require my ringers to get their own subs. I provide
them with a list that’s updated every year. If they are going to
be gone on the day we play something, they have to call the
people on the list and get someone to come and play for them.
It’s another way for them to take ownership of what they do
and understand how important it is to be present.
COLIN: Musicality with an intermediate church choir
can be challenging, but it can be incredibly rewarding. In my
group’s case, it took an “Aha!” moment for them to realize that
there was more than just playing the notes on the page. Several
years ago, we played Arnold Sherman’s “Grazioso” on Easter
Sunday, and it was transformative for our group. The little shivers running up their spines during that performance created a
lasting impression. Since then, it has been somewhat easier to
focus on musicality.
One thing I’d love to hear from other directors is how they
approach highlighting in an intermediate church ensemble
(i.e., one that welcomes all, sets its expectations for music level
based on who is in the group, and isn’t out to make everyone a
professional handbell ringer). I see it as my group’s biggest barrier to making that next leap, but don’t really want to confiscate
peoples’ highlighters.
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If you are moving, please send mailing label with your new address.

ALL BELLS ARE SAME SIZE AND DIFFERENT TONES
EASIER TO CARRY WITH ONE CASE ( HARD CASE OR SOFT CASE )
FRIENDLY PRICE RANGE FOR BEGINNERS AND SCHOOL

Available at www.handbellworld.com/uchida
MB-GN Series

MB-GEN Series

Hard Case 1

MB-SP Series

Hard Case 2

MB-SPE Series

Horizontal Case

contact@uchida-handbell.com or 310-441-8311
www.UCHIDA-Handbell.com

www.facebook/Uchidahandbell

